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ABSTRACT 
 
 
KEISHA JOSEPHINE THOMAS.  The development of the toner density sensor for 
closed-loop feedback laser printer calibration. (Under the direction of DR. IVAN L. 
HOWITT) 
 
 
A new infrared (IR) sensor was developed for application in closed-loop feedback 
printer calibration as it relates to monochrome (black toner only) laser printers.  The toner 
density IR sensor (TDS) was introduced in the early 1980’s; however, due to cost and 
limitation of technologies at the time, implementation was not accomplished until within 
the past decade.  Existing IR sensor designs do not discuss/address: 
• EMI (electromagnetic interference) effects on the snsor due to EP 
(electrophotography) components 
• Design considerations for environmental conditions 
• Sensor response time as it affects printer process speed 
The toner density sensor (TDS) implemented in the Lexmark E series printer reduces 
these problems and eliminates the use of the current t aditional “open-loop” (meaning 
feedback are parameters not directly affecting print darkness such as page count, toner 
level, etc.) calibration process where print darkness is adjusted using previously 
calculated and stored EP process parameters.   The historical process does not have the 
ability to capture cartridge component variation and e vironmental changes which affect 
print darkness variation.  The TDS captures real time data which is used to calculate EP 
process parameters for the adjustment of print darkness; as a result, greatly reducing 
variations uncontrolled by historical printer calibration.   Specifically, the first and 
primary purpose of this research is to reduce print darkness variation using the TDS.  The 
second goal is to mitigate the TDS EMI implementation issue for reliable data accuracy. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Monochrome laser printers are known for the ability to produce high quality prints at 
fast speeds with little maintenance.  Laser printing adopts the concept of 
electrophotography (EP) to produce robust prints.  The EP process involves the transfer 
of surface charges to create electrostatic images.  EP process parameters of the printer are 
utilized to control print darkness.  As a result of part to part variation in EP components 
(discussed in chapter 2 section 2) along with enviro mental changes and device 
degradation affecting the printer cartridge, parameters controlling print darkness no 
longer maintain consistent darkness throughout the life of a cartridge.  Consequently, 
there is a great deal of variation in print darkness.  The desire is to produce an embedded 
sensing mechanism that captures real-time data utilized to adjust print darkness variation. 
1.1  Goals of Printer Calibration 
Printer calibration is the process of maintaining consistent print darkness over the life 
of the cartridge.  Printer calibration has been performed since the inception of printers.  
The main goals of printer calibration are to: 
• Maintain consistent print darkness through the life of a cartridge from the 
first print to the last print in room temperature.  This is found by empirical 
testing in room temperature environment.  Basic toner carries various shapes and 
without any printer calibration, prints are darker over the life 
of a cartridge. 
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• Maintain print darkness through cartridge and component changes.  The 
print darkness must be the same when changing out adefective component or a 
worn component.  Also mentioned previously, EP compnent part-to-part 
variation is very high.     
• Maintain print darkness through environmental changes surrounding the 
printer.   As mentioned before, EP components are heavily dependent upon 
environmental conditions which affect print darkness.  EP components are also 
affected by thermal conditions induced by the printer’s process speed.  Today, 
high-end laser printers can operate faster than 60 pages per minute (PPM).  Such 
speeds cause EP component characteristics to change.  
• Maintain adequate print darkness through different media types.  Since 
media have different elemental components, color, thickness, and size and shape, 
the print darkness also shifts.  Even within each media type, there exist 
characteristic variations that affect print darkness. 
The current print darkness calibration system tries to address these goals; however, 
the traditional system is not very effective in maint ning consistent print darkness.  
1.2  The Current Printer Calibration Process and Challenges 
The current open-loop calibration process involves using EP process parameters to 
adjust print darkness.  LUTs (look-up tables) are developed by empirically testing 
optimal values for each EP process parameter for every L* change in print darkness over 
cartridge life.   L* is a CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage or International 
Commission on Illumination) [1] standard parameter used to measure change in lightness 
or darkness seen by the human eye.  This is performed unknown of actual real-time print 
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darkness level and unknown of variation from part to part. 
The LUT concept presents many problems:  
1) The change of optimal values to adjust print darkness does not actually 
coincide with actual print darkness level.  This is because there is no feedback 
relationship in the printer’s change of print darkness level. 
2) Part to part variation is not considered 
3) LUT’s are universal and does not represent characteristics of all cartridges 
under all varying environmental conditions.   
4) The outcome is print quality not being optimized resulting in darker or lighter 
prints over the life of the printer cartridge  
Several challenges are faced when trying to effectiv ly perform printer calibration 
using the traditional process.  Higher demand for producing faster speed printers is 
another one of the major challenges.  The current pri er calibration process maintain less 
error for slower print speeds; however, with increasing speeds and printer options such as 
duplexing, the current printer calibration process must be altered or a new calibration 
process must be introduced.  This has become necessary to effectively calibrate print 
darkness for today’s features, speeds, and applications.  
1.3 Goals of the Toner Density Sensor Design 
The toner density sensor (TDS) or (also termed) the toner patch sensor (TPS) 
measures toner developed on the PC (photoconductor) drum.  Collected data from the 
TDS is used in an algorithm to adjust EP process parameters that control print darkness 
over the life of a cartridge. 
Since the TDS is positioned in the midst of EP compnents, electromagnetic 
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interference (EMI) can affect the TDS output signal.  EMI exist in the printer due to 
motors rotating electrophotographic components (discus ed in the Electrophotography 
section chapter 2 section 2).   
The first goal of the toner density sensor is to reduce current print darkness variation 
through the life of a given printer cartridge.  The second goal of the TDS is to mitigate 
electromagnetic interference (EMI) affecting the TDS output signal during 
implementation.  The new toner density sensor design meets these goals, functions well 
under environmental changes, maintains a fast response and requires little additional 
resource to implement. 
The dissertation addresses the methods in which the ton r density sensor was 
designed and tested to verify its performance while experiencing EMI and various 
environmental conditions.  Also discussed is the reduction of print darkness variation 
using the TDS.  Reduction of print darkness variation and EMI experienced by the TDS 
helps to provide consistent image quality over the life of every cartridge through the life 
of the printer. 
1.4  Dissertation Structure  
The dissertation describes previous research, accomplish ents, and current 
techniques to improve print quality which drives the design of the toner density sensor.  
Included in this document are techniques proposed to improve print quality including 
utilization of real-time closed-loop feedback data to adjust EP component process 
parameters.  The dissertation describes the solution of the toner density sensor and its 
function specifically towards the printer calibration process.  Theory behind the design 
process and implementation is explained in detail.  The sensor design process includes 
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circuit analysis and control theory.  
The dissertation’s background (in chapter 2 section 1) describes the history of laser 
printers.  The electrophotograhy (EP) section (section 2) describes the science behind 
laser cartridge technology and halftoning (section 3) describes the process of converting a 
continuous toned image into a reproduced digital image.  The color science section 
(chapter 2 section 4) highlights common aspects andmetrics applied in printer 
technology.  The printer calibration section (section 5) mentions issues causing print 
variation which introduce various calibration methods applied to printers.  Section 6 of 
chapter 2 identifies past applications of sensors in laser printers and highlights differences 
with the proposed toner density sensor.  The last section of chapter 2 (section 7) discusses 
band-gap engineering advancements and the great impact these recent advancements 
have made regarding the toner density sensor.  
Chapter 3 discusses previously explored printer calibration techniques including the 
traditional open-loop calibration and the new closed-loop calibration process.  These 
processes are then compared to the TDS design.  Chapter 4 goes into the details of related 
work regarding an infrared (IR) sensor used for closed-loop feedback printer calibration.  
It compares and analyzes the details.  The TDS design i  discussed in detail in chapter 5 
with theoretical analysis.  The design reduces the common problems of EMI and 
environmental changes.  Chapter 6 is the implementatio  and interpretation where it 
describes how the sensor was positioned in the printer and it is actually applied for 
calibrating print darkness.  Chapter 6 also discusses challenges in implementing the 
sensor and test results (including actual print samples taken for comparison of print 
darkness variation). Test results of the sensor imple entation results are then compared 
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to the previous traditional printer calibration result .   
The final Assessment of the toner density sensor performance is discussed in chapter 
7.  Challenges with implementation, test results, and comparison to previous printer 
calibration methods are summarized.  The conclusion (chapter 8) summarizes the toner 
density sensor’s use in monochrome laser printers and the benefits which can greatly 
impact the laser printing industry.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 
 
 
The background chapter describes the laser printer dustry, electrophotography, 
halftoning, color science, printer calibration, previous sensor applications in printers, and 
advancements in optics.   The sensor is a contribution to each of these areas and each area 
has opportunity for future applications to improve printing using the toner density sensor.  
Each section elaborates each topic and finally links its relevance to the TDS.  
2.1  The Laser Printing Industry  
Today’s industries and businesses use laser printers for their high-quality prints at fast 
speeds.  The first laser printer was produced by Gary Starkweather from Xerox 
Corporation [2] in 1970 where a copier was converted o a printer.  The first 
commercially produced laser printer was the IBM [3] model 3800 in 1976.    
 
Xerox Laser Printer Model 9700 ca. 1977 
 
 Figure 1 [2]. The Xerox laser printer model 9700 ca. 1977.  The figure 
    is a picture of one of the first laser printers manufactured.   
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During this period, the laser printer was used for high volume printing such as 
invoices and mailing labels.  The first laser printer produced for computer compatibility 
was the Xerox Star 8010 running pages at 8 pages per minute (PPM).  The printer costs 
~$17,000 and resulted in relatively small sales as
compared with today.  Over the next several years, l ser printers evolved into wide-
spread applications.  Other companies such as Cannon, Hewlett-Packard (HP), Brother, 
Samsung, and IBM’s Printer Division (now Lexmark) came aboard in the laser printing 
business.  By the late 1980’s, an estimated 300 million electronic prints were being 
generated per day by laser printers [4]. 
Currently, laser printers include color laser printers, monochrome (black toner only) 
laser printers, multi-function laser printers (MFP’s) and all-in-one (AIO) laser printers.  
Within each laser printer type are low-end, mid-range, and high-end models (typically 
determined by maximum print speed).  Laser printers are continuing to replace ink jet 
printers (home-use printers) as improvements and attempts are made to reduce the cost 
and size of laser printer components (such as cartridges and other maintenance items).   
Furthermore, laser printers are increasingly displaying improvement in photographic and 
graphic prints (where ink jets are currently more favorable).  All of these improvements 
are translating to increasing popularity of the laser printer for home use. 
2.2  Electrophotography 
The laser printer adopts the concept of electrophotography to effectively produce an 
image unto different types of media (such as paper, transparencies, or envelopes).  
Electrophotography (EP) is the use of electrostatics to create images on photosensitive 
material.  During the turn of the 20th century, several attempts were made to create a 
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process that will combine electricity with photography to create images.  In 1938, Chester 
Carlson from Haloid Corporation (which became Xerox Corporation) [5] was the first to 
successfully create a practical electrophotographic system.   
Electrophotography and laser technologies first appe red in the late 1950s [6].  As 
mentioned previously, the first printers to combine th  technologies did not occur until 
the 1970s.  The total monochrome (mono) EP process includes the sub-processes of 
exposure, charge, development, transfer, clean, and fuse [7] to effectively produce an 
image unto media.  Figure 2 is a cross-sectional outline of the main EP components 
utilized to perform the sub-processes listed above. 
 
Basic EP Components of the Mono Laser Printer 
 
 
Figure 2 [5], [6], [7].  The basic EP components of a monochrome laser printer.  The 
electrophotography (EP) components displayed are the main components that produce an 
image unto media (such as paper).  The PC drum is charged highly negatively by the 
charge roll.  The laser emits small dots (in the form of the image) onto the PC drum 
discharging those areas.  The toner adder roll transfers toner to the developer roll which is 
smoothed and charged by the doctor blade.  The charged toner is transferred to the PC 
drum where the transfer roll attracts the toner unto the media.  The media finally goes 
through the fuser rolls to “fuse” the toner unto media creating the final printed product. 
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In the charge process, the charge roller or corona is charged by the printer’s high 
voltage power supply to a highly negative voltage (which also supplies voltage to all 
other EP components of the printer).   The voltage charges the light-sensitive 
photoconductor drum [8] for laser discharge and toner development on the drum. 
A laser scanning unit (LSU) emits intensity pulse width modulated (PWM) 
monochrome laser light to a cylindrical photoconductor (PC) drum [9].  PC drums are 
typically hollow and ranges between 10-35µm in thickness with diameters averaging 
around 20mm [10].  The emitted light discharges spots on the drum which carries the 
shape of the image (shown in figure 3). 
 
Example of a Discharged Image on the PC Drum 
 
 
 
Figure 3.  An example of a discharged image on the PC drum.  The laser from figure 2 
emits dots onto the photoconductor (PC) drum forming the image.  The PC drum is 
discharged to a more positive negative value for toner transfer (black area) while the rest 
of the area around the image (white area) remains charged at a highly negative value.  
*The letter “E” is enlarged for display purposes only. 
 
 
In the development process, toner (plastic powder-roughly 7 microns in radius [11]) 
is added to the developer via use of the toner adder roll.  The toner adder roller transfers 
toner to the negatively charged developer roller where the toner is smoothed and charged 
by the less negative doctor blade.  The photoconductor (PC) drum is made up of layers of 
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dielectric material on a conductive surface [12] and ttracts the negatively charged toner 
(since the potential difference between the PC drum and developer is large enough to 
attract toner).   
In the transfer process, media (such as paper) is tran ferred between the PC drum and 
the transfer roll where the positively charged transfer roller attracts the negatively 
charged toner unto the media.  The media travels to the fuser (high temperature rollers) 
where pressure and heat is applied to “fuse” toner u to the media [13] (hence why prints 
are usually warm when fresh out of a laser printer). 
During the clean cycle, the cleaner mechanically and electrostatically removes toner 
from the charge roller and PC drum (effectively cleaning these components) in order to 
be ready for the next print job [14].  EP components are the main components of a typical 
cartridge.  The color EP process typically requires four cartridges [15] for each color 
(cyan, magenta, yellow, and black).  
The EP system is continuously improved to meet the c anging needs of current 
printing demands.  Revolutionizing printer technology includes overcoming challenges 
for EP components to: 
1. Adjust for environmental changes, including temperature and humidity 
[16], [17] 
2. Incorporate faster print speeds 
3. Adjust for improved halftoning techniques (chapter 2 section 3) 
4. Combine multiple functions such as duplexing, scanning and copying 
5. Adjust for toner size changes and new toner technology (i.e. chemically 
produced toner [18])  
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These are on-going issues for printer development.  The toner density sensor assists in 
overcoming some of these challenges (mentioned in the Assessment chapter 7) and was 
designed around many of these limitations.  
2.3  Halftoning  
Halftoning is the process of creating a digital image from a continuous tone image 
while maintaining the illusion that the image is still a continuous tone [19],[20],[21],[22].  
This concept is applied across the laser printing industry.  Halftoning is also referred to as 
spatial dithering [23].  This technique is mainly applied in printing and dates back to the 
mid 1800’s when William Henry Fox Talbot [24] captured an image on to a printing plate 
using a sensitized plate.  Talbot used a black woven cloth (acting as a screen) that 
separated the image into small dots on a printing plate.  Halftoning is built on the concept 
of converting an image into small dot patterns.  The level of quality in a halftone 
algorithm is judged by the image quality to the enduser.   
 
Various Halftone Images 
 
                   Figure 4 [20].  A variety of halftone images. Halftoning converts a 
                   continuous image into dots. Shown above are the results of various 
                   methods to create a halftone image.  
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Halftone dot patterns are classified into two categories:  amplitude modulation (AM) 
and frequency modulation (FM or Stochastic screening) [25], as applied in radio 
communications.  The dot size is modulated within a fixed frequency space in AM and 
the frequency is modulated within a fixed dot size space in Stochastic screening.   
The process of halftoning takes the separated image and breaks the image into small 
dots (from 0 to 1 where 0 = white and 1 = black) and compares the dot to a threshold 
value of 1/2.  If the dot is lighter than ½, then the dot is assigned a value of 0 or the dot is 
darker than the threshold gray level value of ½, the dot is assigned a binary value of 1.  
As a result, the image is a picture of very small bl ck and white dots. 
 
Halftone Dots 
 
                                Figure 5 [25].  Halftone dot image. The figure on  
                                the left is a very close view of the image on the right.   
 
 
Another popular type of the halftoning process is called error diffusion developed by 
Floyd and Steinberg [26].  There are two methods to err r diffusion: one dimensional and 
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two-dimensional error diffusion.  In one dimensional error diffusion, the comparison of 
the original value to the threshold of value of ½ is performed, and the difference between 
the original value and the threshold value is applied to the next pixel on the image. 
In one of the simpler two-dimensional error diffusion algorithms, the error is applied 
by dividing the error in half and applying to the nxt pixel.  The error is also divided into 
quarters (i.e. 0.25 = error propagation) and applied to the pixels below both the current 
processing pixel and the next pixel as shown in equation 1.  
 Eq. 1. 
Various models for error diffusion include dividing the error into larger areas 
surrounding the current processing pixel.  Some error diffusion models use random error 
propagation for improved print quality.  However, dots are not always equal in size and 
perfectly square, causing dot gain (where printed dot size is larger than intended) and dot 
overlap to occur which distorts the image.  The siz of dots varies with media types (i.e. 
regular copy paper, card stock, transparencies, envelopes, labels, glossy paper, etc.).  
Many halftoning techniques include calibrating patterns for improved print darkness (as 
shown in figure 6).   
Since the role of printer calibration is to adjust print darkness, halftoning plays a large 
role.  Printer calibration conducted for one halftone method may not work for all other 
halftone algorithms including error diffusion [27], [28].  Even for one halftone method, 
different halftone screens (represented by dpi or dts per inch) require different 
calibrations.  Therefore, printer calibration must have the universal ability to adjust for 
different types of halftoning techniques, considering that different dot gains and dot 
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overlaps occur according to each media type.  Also, a  PPM and dpi increases, algorithm 
complexity increases and processor speed needs to increase.  Closed-loop printer 
calibration using the TDS can be applied universally considering that print process speed, 
dpi, dot variations, and halftone methods are all considered in the printer calibration 
algorithm (explained in chapter 3).  Due to these factors, the printer calibration process 
has to be easily applicable toward future generations of printers. 
 
Image Comparison of Halftone and Error Diffusion  
 
 
Figure 6a [23].  Basic AM    Figure 6b [23].  Error dif-     Figure 6c [23].  Random 
halftoning applied to the       fusion applied to the image.   error (error propagation 
image.                                   This technique is more  0 < x < 0.5.  This technique is 
          improved than basic AM        the most difficult to apply, but                                                                                  
          halftoning.            provides the best results. 
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2.4  Color Science 
The color laser system has applied various techniques toward improvement of printer 
calibration for several years.  Since past research on printer calibration mainly involved 
color laser and ink jet printers, this section is introduced to provide the necessary color 
science background required for chapter 3 (Contributions/Explored Printer Calibration 
Techniques).  Color science also relates to metrics used in monochrome laser printing. 
Monochrome laser print darkness is based on levels of gray defined by the color 
standard system (CIE).  The CIE is responsible for developing standards for color metrics 
and terminology derived from color science [29],[30].  CIEXYZ was developed in 1931 
to mathematically define color.  X, Y, Z represents mathematical variables close to red, 
green, and blue respectively since it’s been found that humans interpret color by red, 
green and blue receptors in the eye.  Therefore, th three variables are required to 
describe a color system.  The CIEXYZ system was developed by empirically testing 
directly from human eyes.  Many color spaces are a d rivation of this color space.  By 
1976, CIE L*a*b* (commonly seen as CIELAB) was developed in order to determine 
color differences not captured by CIEXYZ color metrics.  This color space became very 
useful in imaging, where printer technology applies. 
L* represents the level of lightness visually interpr ted by the human eye.  a* and b* 
represents color component dimensions [31].  L*, a* and b* applies to color laser printing 
technology where only L* applies to mono laser printing.  The mono laser printer 
calibration process utilizes the defined CIE L* parameter to adjust for print darkness. 
Printer calibration using the TDS design proposed in this thesis can be potentially applied 
to the color laser printer.  Figure 7 [32] is an example description of the CIELAB color 
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space system. 
Many color spaces are transformations to characterize the device (printer) current 
color space to a standard mathematical interpretation of the existing color state.  In the 
case of printers, the color space is CMY (cyan, magenta, and yellow) or CMYK (where 
K=black to not confuse with RGB where B=blue) [33], [34].  Even though RGB is the 
human perception of color space, CMYK is very useful in printing.  RGB color space is 
additive since all colors are summed to equal white wh re as CMYK is subtractive where 
brightness is removed from white.  Therefore, this process performs best on white paper 
since wavelengths of light are absorbed to create colors.  
 
The CIELAB Color Space Map 
 
Figure 7 [32].  The CIELAB color space system.  L* is the change in brightness seen by 
the human eye.  a* represents the horizontal change from green to magenta and b* is the 
change from blue to yellow. 
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In mono laser printing, gray scales are the only level of concern which is 
characterized by L*.  Psychophysicists have determined that the human eye can perceive 
at least 64 shades of gray.  The shades are equal in the human visual space, and can not 
be performed by the printer.  For adequate transformation, the levels of gray are 
converted to L* to be mathematically and physically useful.  In mono and color laser 
printing system, look-up tables (LUT’s) are utilized to adjust each L*, a*, and b* 
parameter to maintain consistent print darkness. 
2.5  Printer Calibration 
Temperature and humidity affects print quality of the printer.  Factors such as poor 
toner transfer (too much or too little), background shading, and toner scatter are reported 
under these environments.  It has also been found that each EP component have large 
enough variation from part to part to effect print quality.  Moreover, toner charging (as 
explained in the section 2) has humidity dependence.  As a result, print darkness “drifts” 
from its original state over the life of a cartridge, resulting in very dark or light prints.  
Printer calibration is the process of maintaining consistent print darkness over the life of 
the cartridge.  Over the years, research involving printer calibration has evolved with 
several approaches to maintain consistent print darkness.  Open-loop (one dimensional) 
and closed-loop printer calibration have been either investigated or implemented [31], 
[35], [36], [37], and [38].  Both of these methods are discussed in chapter 5. 
While closed-loop calibration using an embedded sensor has been explored, this 
paper details the process in making the embedded IR sensor effective and robust for 
quality implementation.  Development of a fast and robust method to printer calibration 
requires foreknowledge of the system’s behavior, simple implementation (for easy 
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adjustment when changes are made to improve quality for future printer models), and 
consistent quality output response. 
2.6  Sensors in the Printing Industry 
Sensors have always been an integral part of the laser printing system ever since the 
beginning.  P. Graf and W. Von Tluck [39] explained that over 70 sensors were utilized 
in the 1977 Siemens Laser Printer ND 2 [40].  However, the toner density sensor was not 
formally introduced until R.W. Pries introduced the toner patch sensor (TPS) in 1983 
[41].  The TDS is a concept different from many sensor assembly systems in that the 
application of the sensor is designed and utilized for sophisticated closed-loop 
adjustment.  Previous sensors utilized simpler closed-loop systems (discussed in the 
following paragraphs), where most feedback parameters have no direct affect on the 
output (such as page count, number of times a printer was powered on, etc.).  Infrared 
(IR) light sensors have demonstrated their usefulness and versatility for solutions to 
existing problems and as a result, are being applied to future concepts in the printer 
industry.  A few infrared (IR) light sensors presently used in laser printers are media 
sensors, environmental conditions sensor, toner concentration sensors, and toner amount 
sensors [42].   
The toner concentration sensor is primarily used for the developer unit.  In many 
color printers, toner is a dual component system coprised of carrier beads and toner.  
The carrier beads attract toner and transfers toner from the developer to the PC drum.  
The change in permeability is sensed by the toner concentration sensor and this change 
determines the concentration of toner.   
Primarily in color printer systems, the toner amount sensor is used to read the 
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specular and diffused light from toner on the transfer belt.   The toner amount provides an 
indication of how much additional voltage is required to attract toner to the transfer belt. 
The media sensor determines the media (or most commonly paper) type [43], [44], 
[45], [46].  Paper can change in thickness and textur  ranging from card stock to plain 
office paper.  Paper also carries a range of sizes and shapes such as legal (11.5” X 14”) or 
narrow.  In addition, envelopes, labels, and transprencies are also media passed through 
printers.  These types of media require different amounts of toner transfer at different EP 
process parameters.  The media sensor allows the print r to capture the type of media that 
is going into the printer and may adjust the EP process parameters or may adjust the 
speed in which the media is running through the printe . 
The thermal sensor is used to detect the fuser’s heater temperature and provides an 
indication to turn off and on the fuser heater to maintain consistent fuser temperature 
during a print cycle.   The environmental conditions sensor determines the temperature 
and humidity surrounding the printer to also adjust EP process parameters.   
The commonality of these sensors is that most of them detect toner or media by 
brightness (density).  Involved typically is the use of an emitter and receiver with an 
electronic circuit to convert light to a measurable output voltage (as shown in figure 8).  
The DC signal is then sent to an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter to be processed by the 
printer’s engine code. 
The paper sensor circuit (shown in figure 8) describes the typical circuit applied to 
sense various media types for appropriate amount of toner transfer.  Depending on the 
reflection of the media, toner transfer is adjusted by changing transfer voltage to produce 
optimal prints.  The IR signal shown is a phototransistor; however, a photodiode can also 
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be utilized instead.  
Sensor application to improve printer calibration is a similar concept to the sensor 
applications previously described.   The sensor has optical components (i.e. an emitter 
and detector and electronic components).  However, th  development of a sensor for 
closed-loop detection of micron-sized toner with high efficiency, accuracy, and speed is 
challenging to design.   
 
A Typical Paper Sensor Circuit Used in Laser Printes 
 
Figure 8 [47].  A typical paper sensor used in a laser printer.  The sensor circuit uses a 
light-emitting diode (LED-4) to send a reference input signal.  The reflected light is 
captured by a phototransistor (3).  The amplifier (4) and RC circuit filters noise and 
amplifies the detected signal.  The output of the amplifier is sent to a comparator (8) to 
provide the change in output in relationship with the reflected light.  The output change 
(as displayed specifically in this figure) is a result of reflected light decrease below a 
predetermined threshold level (which is calculated by the resistor divider pair 5 and 6). 
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The TDS signal is utilized to adjust print darkness levels; therefore, strong detection 
accuracy is required.  Captured data from the TDS is correlated to print darkness; 
however, in paper sensing simply requires a detectable output signal (not necessarily 
accurate) to verify if media is present.  The TDS output signal must not only be accurate, 
but be free of noise and able to provide the same lev l of detection under varying 
environmental conditions.  The same is not necessarily required of the paper sensor.  
Again, only a detectable output signal is required to etermine if media is present at the 
paper path.  If the output signal’s strength is varied due to environmental conditions, this 
is acceptable.  As long as the sensor output signal is detectable, the paper sensor is 
functioning. 
2.7  Advancements in Optics 
Optical components of a typical sensor such as the lig t-emitting diode (LED) must 
possess high-detection sensitivity.  The LED has advanced from a device created in 1962 
with a low efficiency (about 0.1 lm/W) to efficiencies close to 1 [47].  One of the main 
contributors to the IR LED and detector industry is the material combination of GaAs and 
AlGaAs.  
AlGaAs/GaAs are formed through the concept of energy bands.  As atoms of both 
compounds are brought together, each energy level split into two levels since the Pauli 
Exclusion Principle [48] states that no more than two electrons of opposite spin are 
allowed to occupy the same quantum state.  As a result, the energy levels become bands 
of levels of energy.  The valence band is formed an the conduction band is empty.  The 
electrons can be excited from the valence band to the conduction band to generate energy 
(in the case of the LED, light energy).  The addition of the AlGaAs provides greater 
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output power emitted from the LED and greater detection capabilities of the photodiode 
[49].   
The gap energy (Eg) can be simply calculated with the following equation: 
Eg = hυ = hc/λ   Eq. 2. 
where Eg = gap energy 
h = Planck’s constant = 6.626 X 10 -34 m2 kg/s 
υ = frequency of light 
λ = wavelength of light  
and c = speed of light = 3 X108 m/s 
 
The gap energy of GaAs is 1.42eV.  This calculates th  peak wavelength to equal 
875nm which is in the range of IR light.   
Band gap engineering has advanced where aluminum gallium arsenide 
(AlGaAs/GaAs) emits IR light via double heterostrucure theory [50].   GaAs is a direct 
bandgap semiconductor as displayed in figure 9.   
 
Direct Bandgap Semiconductor 
 
 
Figure 9 [51].  A direct bandgap semiconductor.  The minimum conduction  
band energy is directly above the maximum valence band energy.   
 
 
The minimum energy of the conduction band is positined directly above the 
maximum energy of the valence band (shown in figure 9) so electrons and holes can 
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combine directly.  Therefore, light is emitted while conserving momentum.  Indirect 
bandgap materials (such as silicon crystals [51]) mainly emit phonons (not photons) to 
conserve momentum.  Heterojunction structures (figure 11) have less absorption loss than 
homojunction structures (figure 10) [52].   
 
Homojunction Structure Energy Band Diagram 
 
Figure 10 [52].  A homojunction structure energy band diagram.   
Significant energy loss (due to absorption) occurs in homojunction  
structures.   
 
 
Figure 11 displays the general double heterostructue energy diagram for 
AlGaAs/GaAs.  
 
Double Heterostructure Energy Band Diagram 
 
 
Figure 11 [52].  The AlGaAs/GaAs double heterostructure energy band 
diagram.  The energy bandgap of the gain region (ceter) is smaller  
than surrounding materials to lessen absorption loss.
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The gain occurs in the narrow band gap region, causing most absorption in this 
region.  In homojunction structures, absorption loss ccurs at the wings of the spectrum 
since the energy gap remains the same throughout the s ructure.  Most double 
heterostructures are created via liquid-phase epitaxy and metalorganic chemical vapor 
deposition (MOCVD) [53], [54], [55] and [56].  Figure 12 displays the structure for a 
typical AlGaAs/GaAs heterojunction detector.   
 
Typical Heterojunction IR Detector 
 
Figure 12 [49].   Structure of a typical heterojunction IR detector.   
Photoemission occurs through the AlGaAs barriers.  Light absorption 
occurs at the GaAs layer. 
 
 
GaAs again has narrower wavelengths with peak sensitivities around 930nm [57].   
AlGaAs/GaAs IR detectors possess fast responses (with nanosecond rise times) at high 
efficiency, and low cost [47],[49],[53],[54].  AlGaAs/GaAs emitters and detectors are 
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very desirable for the design of the toner density ensor.  Photodetectors, including 
quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIP) [58], [59] have also evolved in the late 
1980’s to early 1990’s to greatly improve printing for the printer industry.   
The toner density sensor needs fast responding optical components in order to execute 
printer calibration process with little speed notice to the customer. Low costs of these 
AlGaAs/GaAs emitters/detectors maintain little impact to the overall cost of the printer 
and high efficiency of these heterostructure devices is simply an additional positive 
benefit.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
CHAPTER 3: EXPLORED PRINTER CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES 
 
 
Printer calibration is the process of maintaining consistent print darkness from the 
original print through the life of a cartridge.  Historically, printer calibration is typically 
“open-loop.”   The term “open-loop” printer calibration is where there is no direct real-
time feedback of data for adjustment of EP process parameters to improve print darkness. 
Many times, feedback parameters are not directly linked to print darkness, but are used to 
estimate print darkness through empirical testing.  Examples of these parameters are print 
process speed, toner level, page count, etc.   Therefor , environmental factors, such as 
temperature and humidity and toner characteristics are not captured in real-time for the 
adjustment of print darkness.  Printer calibration involves transformation characterizing 
device-dependent values to device independent values [31]. 
This chapter discusses traditional one-dimensional printer calibration (section 1) and 
closed-loop printer calibration (section 2) as it relates to the color laser system (since 
most research is on the color system).  It also compares and explains the drive for closed-
loop calibration using the TDS compared to previously implemented IR sensor 
applications. 
3.1  Traditional Printer Calibration 
Printer calibration (like most calibration systems) requires a standard (reference) 
system for comparison.  One dimensional printer calibr tion involves the use of 
developing standard LUT’s to determine optimal EP process parameters.  In the case 
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involving a color laser printer (where most printer calibration research exists), color 
measurements are taken to produce transformations called tone response curves (TRCs) 
[31].  TRC correction is usually applied to each channel:  C, Y, and M (leaving out K for 
simplicity).  This process involves using the current values for C, M, Y (determined from 
device characterization) and applying a defined transformation (given to the printer) to 
each of those values to produce the following results: 
)(1
' CfC =  Eq. 3         )(2
' MfM =       Eq. 4        )(3
' YfY =    Eq. 5 
where C’, M’, and Y’ are correction factors for C, M and Y respectively.  
The typical mono laser system uses linearization to map to the L* axis only (a* = b* 
= 0) as the TRC.  This is due to the fact that color requires correction to hue and 
saturation (as mentioned previously in chapter 2 section 4). 
The typical process for device dependent characterization to device independent 
characterization involves the following: 
1. Pre-determined device control values are represented by a set of color patches 
2. The values are measured in device-independent colorordinates (L*, a*, b*).  
(mono laser printing only requires the L* brightness function). 
3. A forward transformation function is developed to map the control value to the 
control value response (device independent value).  The function is obtained by 
empirical testing and/or modeling. 
4. The forward transformation function is inverted to obtain the device-correction 
transformation function (made up of characterization and calibration shown in 
figure 14) which is used to determine the calibrated d vice output response. 
The printer calibration process is summarized by the following diagram.   
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Printer Calibration Process 
 
Figure 13 [31]. The existing printer calibration process.  The current calibration process 
is empirically performed and stored in the printer.  A transformation function is 
developed to determine the response required for accur te print darkness/color settings.  
 
 
Device Characterization Function 
 
Figure 14 [31].  The device characterization process.  The device independent color is a 
color with previously known parameters sent to the printer for development of the 
response (discussed in figure 13).  EP print process parameters are adjusted and the 
calibrated output is finally sent to the device to adjust the print darkness/color settings. 
 
 
Two common 1-D calibration techniques:  channel-wise linearization and gray-
balanced calibration are discussed in the following section.  
3.1.1.  Channel-wise Linearization to ∆E From Paper 
The focus of this method is to use the TRC to create a relationship that links paper 
input value to L*.  Usually, paper values range from zero (black) to 255 (white) and the 
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Euclidean distance, ∆E = ∆L* [60] since: 
222 *** LbaE ∆+∆+∆=∆  Eq. 6 
For mono printers,  
∆ a* = ∆ b* = 0 Eq. 7 
Therefore,  
∆E = ∆ L*  Eq. 8 
L* is defined as: 
16*116*
3
1
−





=
oY
Y
L  Eq. 9 
where Y = the amount of light reflected and Yo = the amount of incoming light 
The relationship (Y/Yo) is the reflectance fraction.  The actual relationship between L* 
and the input values are found to be non-linear (as displayed in figure 15).  The non-
linear relationship is due to the non-linear relationship between light and the naked eye’s 
perception of light.  Using the straight line drawn, the inverse L* is found through a LUT 
for printer calibration (using gamma correction) [61]. 
 
Linearization Curve in 1-D Calibration 
 
Figure 15 [60].  Linearization curve in 1-D calibration.  The Euclidean distance 
is equal to L* for mono laser printers.  The change in EP process parameters  
(represented by “d”) versus L* can be obtained through gamma correction [61]. 
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3.1.2.  Gray-Balanced Calibration 
Gray balanced calibration involves the use of mapping a medium’s changes of 
lightness to input values.  The following equation is used to capture this change: 
255/)100(100* dL −=  Eq. 10 
where L* ranges between 0 (black) and 100 (light) 
L* ideal values are inversely mapped through a LUT transformation for use towards 
darkness correction as described in figure 16.   
 
Print Darkness Correction Process 
 
 
Figure 16 [60].  The print darkness correction process.  The device independent values 
are sent through a transformation to provide the ideal C’M’Y values as it relates to the 
printer and its condition.  The C’M’Y’ values are then transformed to the adjusted values 
as L*a*b*.  
 
 
Accurate printer calibration is achieved when: 
0** =− outideal LL   Eq. 11 
Gray-balanced calibration is considered the preferrd method of one-dimensional 
printer calibration since the human visual system is more sensitive to changes in gray 
than actual gray values.  Empirical testing of these values is performed to acquire as 
accurate print calibration as possible.   
One dimensional calibration is easy to implement and helps to maintain fast print 
speed; however, these systems are open-loop systems and do not capture real-time 
changes affecting the accuracy of printer calibration.  Optimal EP process parameters 
may not always work in every environment (especially where there are extreme cases of 
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temperature and humidity).  Open-loop calibration also does not capture EP component 
part to part variation consequently causing variation n print darkness (displayed in 
figures 22-24 in chapter 5 section 1).  The toner density sensor is used to capture real-
time closed-loop feedback with automatic adjustment of print darkness.  The technique is 
simpler than the traditional process and the benefits include improved print quality in 
various environments, little impact to speed and cost, and as a result, a more robust 
design.  
3.2  Closed-Loop Calibration 
The closed-loop calibration process eliminates userint vention; reduce effects due to 
printer component variations and environment changes while maintaining low cost.  It 
incorporates real-time processing with the benefit o  utilizing most of the available 
printer’s EP process parameters (used in 1-D calibration) to maintain consistent image 
quality.   
Y. Wu [37] has described the use of an embedded IR sensor in a typical inkjet printer.  
Closed-loop mono printer calibration is summarized by defining a set of test gray-scale 
patches for measurement, calculating the ideal L* target (as done in open-loop 
calibration), and following the process description displayed in figure 17.  The data 
captured by the toner density sensor provides the relationship between current L* values 
and ideal values.  The process is repeated via a given condition (such power-on, 
incremental number or pages, etc.). 
This process is simpler than the historical open-loop process because the IR sensor 
eliminates a lot of user intervention to develop LUT’s and other additional print settings 
required to perform open-loop printer calibration. 
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Closed-Loop Printer Calibration Process 
 
Figure 17 [62].  The closed-loop printer calibration process.  This includes determining 
the L* target by using the sensor to measure test patches.  The data is stored and 
normalized (calibrated) to values that adjust EP process parameters for optimal prints at 
accurate print darkness settings. **This step is requir d for ink jet printing. 
 
 
3.2.1.  Linearization for Ink Jet Printer Calibration 
An extension of what was discussed above, Y. Wu [37] suggests the use of an 
embedded sensor to capture data used to generate a lin arization table (similar to 1-D 
calibration using L* vs. gray levels) by color calibration algorithms for ink jet printing.  
The process includes the following steps: 
• Printing a color target with a number of pre-defined color patches  
• Waiting for paper to dry 
• Measuring the target using an embedded sensor 
• Using the data from the sensor to develop a linearization table with color 
calibration algorithms. 
The patches are of different gray levels and are printed on paper.  The more patches 
to measure, the better the accuracy of the calibration.  However, printing patches may 
slow print process speeds (due to waiting for paper to dry since ink is used); therefore, 
suggested was to use linearization to reduce the number of patches printed while 
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maintaining calibration accuracy.  As described previously, a non-linear relationship 
exists between output (L*) and input (EP component values) PWM signals (X).  Using 
gamma correction (based on the symbol Υ), the relationship can be described as: 
γaXY =  Eq. 12  
where Y = output signal 
and X = input signal 
 
Gamma correction is applied to create linearity from a non-linear characteristic.  
Therefore,  
γ
1
' XX =  Eq. 13  
where X = input signal 
This method again requires multiple patches for accuracy of calibration.  At the time 
of this research ([62] published 2005), an embedded sensor was costly and was not as 
precise as using a high-end spectrophotometer.  The environmental conditions described 
in Y. Wu’s research are nominal and doesn’t introduce methods for effective printer 
calibration due to variations in temperature and humidity.  Also, the research does not 
describe EMI conditions. 
Even though the printer calibration process described above is for ink jet printing, it 
presents promise in mono and color laser printing.  If an embedded IR sensor is utilized 
for printer calibration in ink jet printing, a similar device may be applied to color laser 
printers.  The embedded sensor can be used to sensetoner level to map a response from 
the ideal amount of toner to the actual amount being printed.  While there is little 
published research in applying embedded sensors in mo o laser printing, this paper 
establishes a basis for the use of an embedded IR sensor for mono laser printing.  Also 
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(and mentioned previously), factors very important to accurate sensing as EMI and 
environmental effects are not discussed in printer calibration research.  These aspects and 
reduced variation in print darkness are addressed in this dissertation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
CHAPTER 4: RELATED SENSOR DESIGNS AND THE NEW TDS 
 
 
The focus of the proposed TDS is to determine toner density from the PC drum.  Data 
collected from the TDS is placed into an algorithm to adjust necessary EP process 
parameters that control the amount of toner required for accurate print darkness.  The 
focus of the research was to first reduce print darkness variation.  The second goal (in 
implementation of the TDS) is to develop a TDS circuit that effectively mitigates EMI 
(produced by interactions between EP components) on the sensor.  Section 1 discusses 
previous embedded IR sensors and their functions in print darkness calibration.  The new 
TDS design is then compared to similar sensors discussed in Section 2.  The first portion 
of the last section (section 3) explains the requirements in designing the TDS which 
includes the function, implementation, and design requirements for accurate TDS output 
data.  The last portion of section 3 describes constrai ts on the development, 
implementation (including EMI), and operation of the TDS. 
4.1  Previous TDS Related Work 
As mentioned previously, R.W. Pries from the IBM Corporation [41], introduced the 
concept of the toner density sensor (known as the ton r patch sensor) in 1983.  The 
concept design of the toner patch sensor (TPS) is displayed in figure 18.  The diagram 
displayed is a block diagram of the overall operational function of the TDS as it relates to 
printer calibration. The newly developed TDS design is modeled after this concept.   
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The TPS as Introduced by R.W. Pries 
 
Figure 18 [41].  The TPS introduced by R.W. Pries.  Light is emitted by a LED (10) and 
reflected by a photoconductive surface (such as the PC drum).  The light is detected by a 
photosensor (12) and converted to a voltage signal.  The output signal maintains a 
relationship with the light detected.  The signal is amplified (13) and sent to a detector 
(16).  The signal reflected by the untoned (bare) photoconductor (PC) is stored.  When 
the PC has toner deposited on it (patch 14), the signal passes under sensor (12) and the 
value of the patch is sensed and amplified (15).  The toned signal will possess a lower 
value than the untoned signal.  Components of the circuit that’s not discussed are utilized 
for error detection of out of range signals (such as checking for extra light (EXLT) and 
checking for very low signals).   
 
 
The TPS function is displayed in figure 18.  IR light is sent via a light-emitting diode 
to the bare PC drum and the reflection is captured by a photodetector.  The light detected 
is very small and therefore must be amplified (via amplifier 15) to a measurable signal. 
The toned PC signal is amplified to a level equal to the untoned PC signal to normalize 
the signal.  Therefore, the output signal will be high for low toner concentration.  The 
comparator will produce a signal that will cause additional electrostatic fields to increase 
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development of toner to the PC.  Error checking is also included in the diagram where the 
extra light (EXLT) comparator’s function is to flag high output signals and the reference 
low error is to flag out of range low output signals detected.   
Y. Wu [37] also introduced an embedded sensor used in color ink jet printing (as 
mentioned in chapter 3 section 2).  The sensor captures four visual bands (for a color ink 
jet printer).  Since the responses of these filters don’t match the CIEXYZ color space, and 
as a result, are not sufficient enough to construct a spectrum curve, the idea is to use 
another method to restrict the curve to a known number of colors.  Eventually, a subset of 
these colors is used toward printer calibration.   
Four LEDs are used to capture C, M, Y, K respectively.  The reflectance is captured 
by a CMOS (complimentary metal oxide semiconductor), and a light-to-voltage (LTV) 
converter.  Calibrations including black and white point calibration, sensor to media 
distance variation compensation; temperature change compensation and media non-
uniformity compensation are performed to optimize print quality.  
4.2  The Newly Designed TDS Function, Purpose and Comparison 
The basic operational overview of the new TDS impleented in the Lexmark E series 
is described in figure 19.  As with previous IR senors utilized for print darkness 
calibration, this sensor also measures the reflectance of several toned patches to 
determine a relationship between the ideal toner concentration and the actual toner 
concentration.   
The sensor is positioned in line with the PC drum to capture reflectance.  The 5V DC 
supply voltage (VCC) powers the sensor’s optical components and integra d circuit (IC) 
from the printer’s controller (system) PCB card.  The LED light intensity is provided by 
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the LED Driver Circuit (discussed in chapter 5).  The reflected light signal is detected by 
a photodiode and converted to a voltage and amplified for a measurable output.  Outputs 
of the TDS can range from a minimum of <0.7V to a mximum of 5V.  The range of 
outputs can cause significant error in signal filtering accuracy (discussed later in this 
section).  Output of the TDS is then sent through an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter 
(also discussed in chapter 5) and utilized in the printer calibration algorithm to 
adjust/correct print darkness.  Error flagging compnents are not located on the sensor 
printed circuit board (PCB).  Error flags and other logic operations are included in the 
print darkness correction algorithm.   
 
Basic TDS Operational Overview 
 
Figure 19.   The basic TDS operational overview.  A typical 5V DC supply is used to 
power the sensor.  The LED driver circuit supplies variable current (described in chapter 
5) that drives LED light.  The light is emitted by the LED and detected by the 
photodiode.   The light detected is converted to a me surable output voltage in proportion 
to the intensity of light reflected.  Usually, an utoned (bare) PC drum measurement is 
taken and stored.  A number of toned patch measurements are taken and compared to the 
bare PC drum measurements for accurate printer calibration.  The analog measurements 
are converted to digital signals and utilized for print darkness correction through an 
algorithm. 
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Figure 17 defines the overview of the printer calibr tion process using the toner 
density sensor (which stated previously is the commn ethod for closed-loop printer 
calibration).  
The sensor’s first and main purpose is to reduce print darkness variation.  Currently, 
print darkness variation for the previous Lexmark mono laser model cartridge) is over 
±8L* from the nominal print darkness of 56L* (print darkness samples are displayed in 
chapter 5 figures 22, 23 and 24).  The desired goalof the TDS is to reduce this variation 
to <±5L* over the life of the cartridge.  This goal was set to have the least print darkness 
variation impact on the customer.  Hence, the toner density sensor must produce accurate 
signals for accurate print darkness correction.  
The TDS design’s second purpose for implementation is to mitigate EMI affects on 
the sensor and to reduce print darkness variation.  EMI existence is due to the 
combination of motors spinning EP components and voltages supplied to the EP 
components used to produce required electrostatic interactions to print toner unto media 
(paper). 
EMI may encompass an entire TDS signal.  After developing the toner density sensor, 
figure 20 was the resulting TDS output obtained via measurement (discussed in chapter 5 
section 2).   
The EMI captured in figure 20 is a direct result of data captured while EP 
components are powered.  The EP Components are powered by the high voltage power 
supply and are typically in the range of approximately -1500Volts to approximately 
+1500Volts.  The transfer roll is the main EP component positioned closest to the TDS.  
Both the TDS and transfer roll are powered during a TDS cycle.  
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EMI Experienced by the TDS Output 
 
Figure 20.  EMI experienced by the TDS output.  EMI occurs once EP components are 
powered (approximately @0.6 seconds).  The TDS output (for this sensor) is equal to the 
reference signal (discussed in chapter 5) when no light is emitted by the LED (~0.9V).   
 
 
When the LED is powered and light is detected, signal filtering produces an 
erroneous signal.  An example is shown in figure 21. The output voltage noise is clipped 
at ~4.7V due to the noise hitting the rail of the operational amplifier (which is specified 
to be within ±0.2V of the supply voltage of 5V).  The TDS is positioned within 5mm of 
the nearest EP component (the transfer roll); therefore, EMI effects are mainly from this 
component due to the fact that it is positioned closest to the TDS and it has the highest 
voltage range (from approximately -1500V to approximately +1500V).  The purpose of 
the TDS design described in chapter 5 is to reduce the EMI affecting the TDS output 
signal.  As part of the design process for the development of a working design, further 
investigation and evaluation of EMI is demonstrated in chapter 6.   
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TDS Output Voltage Signal with LED Powered 
 
 
Figure 21.  TDS output voltage signal with LED powered.  The TDS is powered and the 
maximum voltage (with light detection) for this senor output is ~4.5V.  The amplitude of 
the interference signal was cut-off at 4.7V (which is due to EMI maximizing the 
operational amplifier voltage rail in the sensor circu t as discussed in chapter 5).  The 
sensor’s output due to filtering is roughly the DC average of the signal (i.e. ~3.7V).  This 
is not the actual signal’s voltage (~4.5V) and as a result, the final output is erroneous.  
 
 
As mentioned in this chapter, previous research described embedded sensors require 
calibration for temperature change, media non-uniformity compensation, and media 
distance compensation.  Addition of these calibrations slows print process speed.  It also 
makes designing the sensor system more complicated.  The ink jet IR sensor measures 
density from ink printed on the page, so media compensation is required.  Card stock 
paper (dense paper) absorbs ink differently than regular 20lb office paper, thus requiring 
the additional compensation.  Temperature change calibration and media non-uniformity 
compensation is required for sensor reflectance accur y. Previous research shows that 
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each sensor shows a common purpose (i.e. to detect voltage changes by printing multiple 
test patches on a medium); however, past research does not present results of print 
darkness variation through the life of a printer catridge.  Furthermore, there is little 
research regarding impact on closed-loop print darkness variation using IR sensors.   
Lastly, past research explains little concerning EMI impact and how to address EMI (as 
conditions can change for every printer generation).  The toner density sensor design 
tackle the goals of reducing print darkness variation and mitigating EMI from the sensor 
output signal once implemented.   
4.3  TDS Requirements and Constraints 
The function of the toner density sensor is to produce an accurate linear relationship 
between different levels of toned patches and the output voltage.  Several sensor/printer 
performance, design, and implementation requirements/constraints are listed below. 
Performance Requirements 
• The sensor must be able to detect small changes in toner concentration.  
Without this sensitivity, the sensor will not provide a linear relationship 
between toner concentration and voltage change. 
• The sensor must be able to operate after experiencig electrostatic 
discharge (ESD).  In the event where ESD occurs, the sensor must have the 
ability to function properly. 
• An A/D converter and a developed algorithm must be in place to utilize 
data captured by the TDS for adjustment of print darkness.  The actual 
print darkness determined by the TDS is calibrated to the ideal print darkness 
set by the patches printed on the PC drum. 
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• The sensor must be able to operate and function effctively after being 
shipped/stored and manufactured in extreme environmental conditions.  
Some manufacturing locations experience uncontrolled nvironmental 
conditions (i.e. very little or no air conditioning at times during the day or 
night).  
Performance Constraints 
• The sensor must be able to operate near EP components.  Since charged 
components are interacting electrostatically with motors running the 
components, EMI interferes with the TDS signal.  EMI impact is further 
evaluated in chapters 5 and 6.  As mentioned previously, EMI cause 
inaccurate TDS output signal filtering. 
• The TDS design should be easily transferable for fut re generation 
printers.  The design should not require significant engineeri g resource 
when designing a future generation printer. 
• The printer calibration cycle must not significantly reduce the speed of 
the printer.   The settling time of the sensor must be relatively fast for little 
speed impact to the user.    
Electro-Optical Design Requirements 
• A noise-free input voltage (VCC = +5V) is required to supply the circuit.  
The input voltage is supplied by the printer’s contr ller card. 
• An LED driver circuit (including an input PWM signa l) is required to 
emit light from the LED .  The PWM signal is utilized to develop a 
relationship between light reflected from the toned patch and output voltage. 
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• The output must have a reference voltage.  A voltage reference is the 
standard for most sensor designs (discussed in chapter 5). 
• IR optical components (i.e. the LED and photodiode) must be able to 
detect only IR light and not be affected by ambient light.  Light 
interference can cause erroneous detection by the photodiode. 
• The operational amplifier must provide a rail-to-rail (RRO) output.  Most 
RRO amplifiers can produce outputs close to the supply voltage (i.e. ±0.2V of 
the supply voltage).  This is to maximize filtering capabilities (discussed in 
chapters 5 and 6).    
Electro-Optical Design Constraints 
• Sensor components must have low tolerances for print darkness 
correction accuracy.  As stated previously, the sensor’s accuracy is critical in 
reducing print darkness variation. 
• The maximum LED current rating is 50mA.  This is a standard for most 
LED’s of the type used for the design.  
• The A/D converter input must have a maximum rating of 3.3V.  This is 
the specified rating for the A/D selected. 
• The design should be low cost.  The cost must (at most) balance with benefit 
of the sensor application. 
Implementation Requirements   
• The sensor’s optical housing must have a direct view of the PC drum and 
without obstruction from other printer components.  Light emitted and 
detected must not be interfered for light detection accuracy.  
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• A wiper mechanism must be designed to keep the sensor’  optical window 
free of paper dust, toner and other forms of contamination.  If the sensor’s 
heavily contaminated, the sensor may read an inaccur te signal. 
• The sensor must be positioned <20mm away from the PC drum.  The 
LED and photodiode must be positioned where the signal can be detected 
accurately.  Since the signal is a low voltage signal, the greater the distance, 
the greater the error in detection accuracy. 
Implementation Constraints 
• The sensor size must be smaller than 100mm2. This is to ensure fit in the 
space-constrained printer.  Since the sensor is positioned around EP 
components (where high voltage electro-static interactions take place), the 
sensor must have significant distance between itself and other components 
(discussed in chapter 6). 
The goals for the toner density sensor design are to r duce print darkness variation 
and to mitigate EMI affecting the TDS output signal.  The purpose of the TDS design is 
to effectively meet these goals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
CHAPTER 5: NEW TDS DESIGN 
 
 
The purpose of the TDS design is to provide an accur te signal for reduction of print 
darkness variation and for reduction of EMI from the sensor output signal.  The general 
concept of the toner density sensor (as described by R.W. Pries) is to use an LED to emit 
IR light.  Light is reflected by the PC drum (untoned and toned) and captured using an IR 
detector with a series of electronic components to convert detected light (with varying 
intensities) into a measurable output voltage.  Print darkness is being corrected in real-
time utilizing the data provided by the TDS. 
The design chapter is partitioned into six segments: print darkness characterization, 
EMI characterization, the selection of optical components, the LED driver circuit 
(converts input PWM voltage to light emission), the sensor PCB (printed circuit board) 
circuit (converts light detected to a measurable voltage), and the A/D converter interface 
circuit (filters/reduce noise and steps down voltage for input into the A/D converter). 
Reduction in print darkness variation and relating the design of the TDS to this 
reduction is detailed in section 1.  Section 2 investigates EMI properties crucial to 
effectively designing the TDS.  The optical components section (section 3) discusses how 
the components were selected based on availability, manufacturer specifications and 
printer specifications.  The LED driver circuit (section 4) provides the analysis in 
designing a circuit that converts PWM voltage to a variable light source.  Section 5 (the 
sensor PCB circuit) provide details required to determine a starter circuit for the TDS.  
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Lastly, section 6 (the A/D interface circuit) has a similar design to section 4; 
therefore, selection of components and values are discussed relative to the analysis 
performed for the LED driver circuit.    
5.1  Design of the TDS to Reduce Print Darkness Variation  
Print darkness variation in the previous generation Lexmark printer was over ±8L*.  
This was determined by performing cartridge yield testing of three printers and three 
cartridges for each printer (totaling nine cartridges).  The most extreme samples of print 
darkness variation produced were 8L*[63] from the nominal print darkness.  Figures 22, 
23 and 24 display the variation for the Lexmark T460 series.  Based on the report, 79% of 
the variation is due to part-to-part variation and 21% is due to environmental variation 
experienced by the cartridge.  To reduce part-to-part v riation, the TDS output signal 
must be very accurate and must have the ability to calibrate for every cartridge inserted 
into a given printer.  To accomplish this, patches are printed on the PC drum to develop 
the relationship between actual print darkness and the nominal patch darkness.   
Since most sensors possess a reference voltage, the TDS reference voltage (i.e. 
minimum output) is set to 1.0V.  The TDS with no light emitted and reflected must be 
equal to this value.  When light is reflected from the untoned drum, the output must be at 
the maximum of 4.8V.  The PC drum surface is glossy with a 68% reflectance [63] and 
therefore, the LED and photodiode were designed for a highly reflective surface (as 
discussed in section 3).    As patches are placed on the PC drum for measurement, the 
lightest patch should have the most IR light reflected (relative to the other patches) with 
an output voltage closest to the maximum value and the darkest patch should have the 
least light reflected with an output voltage closest to the reference voltage.   
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Lightest Sample of Print Darkness for the Previous Generation 
Printer
 
Figure 22 [63]. The lightest sample of print darkness for the previous generation printer.  
The TDS was not implemented in the printer used to produce this print sample.  (Print 
defects may appear as a result of scanning the original print sample into this document 
for display.) 
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Print Darkness of a Nominal Print Sample 
 
Figure 23 [63]. Print darkness of a nominal print sample.  The nominal print sample is 
utilized to compare dark and light samples.  (Print defects may appear as a result of 
scanning the original print sample into this document for display.) 
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Darkest Sample of Print Darkness for the Previous Generation Printer 
 
Figure 24 [63].  The darkest sample of print darkness for the previous generation printer.  
The TDS was not implemented in the printer used to produce this print sample.  (Print 
defects may appear as a result of scanning the original print sample into this document 
for display.) 
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Figure 25 displays the patch/TDS output voltage relationship with constant maximum 
current emitted by the LED. 
 
TDS Output Voltage vs. Patch Toner Density and Light Intensity 
 
 
Figure 25.  The TDS output voltage versus patch toner density and light intensity.  The 
graph shown represents maximum constant light emittd to provide the output response 
of patches at different gray levels.  Also shown is that the same relationship exists for 
variable light intensities emitted and reflected by an untoned PC drum. 
 
 
To develop the relationship between the untoned PC drum and the output response of 
the sensor (including its tolerance), a relationship must be established between the sensor 
and the light emitted.  Thus, print darkness calibrt on is actually a calibration of the 
sensor and then the toner density.  A linear relationship linking LED light intensity 
(based on the LED forward current ILED) and the output voltage has to be established for 
calibration accuracy.  Therefore, the relationship shown in figure 25 is actually the same 
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relationship needed for the LED light intensity.  Minimum and maximum LED forward 
current values are determined by the components selected (as discussed in section 3).  To 
introduce variable light to the LED, a PWM signal (with variable duty cycle) is utilized 
and converted to a DC signal for variable light intensity.   
In order to perform an accurate calibration algorithm, the analog TDS output signal is 
filtered and converted to a digital signal.  Since th output signal is a voltage signal, the 
detected light is converted to a voltage.  Output values of the TDS are divided by the 
maximum LED light intensity voltage for the reflectance ratio.  The reflectance ratio is 
taken to mitigate part-to-part variation.     
Based on the desired results in printer calibration, the TDS design is divided into 
three portions:  The LED driver circuit, the detection circuit and the A/D interface circuit.  
The LED driver circuit produces variable light for sensor calibration, the sensor PCB 
circuit converts the detected light to a measurable vo tage and the A/D interface circuit is 
utilized to filter the signal and condition it for the A/D converter.  
5.2  Design of the TDS to Reduce EMI  
EP components such as the charge roll, transfer roll, PC drum, etc. are charged to 
generate electrostatic interactions for toner transfer.  Due to space constraints, the only 
available spacing for the new Lexmark E460 series is to place the TDS between the 
transfer roll and the EP frame.  Figure 26 is where the TDS is positioned.  Since the TDS 
is positioned within millimeters of the transfer roll, the assumption is that these 
components may affect the TDS signal.  The only method to characterize the EMI is to 
develop a “first-pass” TDS PCB design.  It was discovered (detailed in chapter 6 section 
2) that electromagnetic interference (EMI) affects the TDS output signal.  In the 
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implementation of the sensor for characterization of EMI (described in chapter 6 section 
2), the initial sensor design with no filtering or shielding produced figure 21 (displayed in 
chapter 4).  Various methods were introduced to mitigate the problem (i.e. shielding, 
moving the sensor further away from EP components, and placing a ground plate on the 
sensor); however, none of these options mitigated EMI experience by the sensor (as 
explained in chapter 6).  
 
The TDS Implemented in the Lexmark E Series Printer 
 
Figure 26 [63].  The TDS implemented in the Lexmark E series printer.  The TDS was 
positioned such that there is a view of the PC drum without obstruction.  The TDS was 
designed with a wiper to periodically wipe contaminants from the optical window 
(discussed in chapter 6). 
 
 
Oscilloscope probes were attached to the TDS output, he transfer roll, the developer 
roll, and the charge roll.  The EP components’ data are saved for comparison and analysis 
of the output signal.  The EMI displayed at the TDS output was characterized in Matlab 
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to determine its power spectral density (PSD).  Figure 27 provides the TDS reference 
(minimum-no light detected) output with no filtering. 
 
TDS Reference Output with EMI 
 
Figure 27.  The TDS reference output.  The positive noise displayed is the result of EMI  
affecting the TDS. 
 
 
To verify the signal’s accuracy, the sampling rate was determined based on the 
Nyquist frequency for prevention of aliasing.   
i.e. 2B < 1/Ts Eq. 14   with   B ~ 83.333kHz Eq. 15 
and Ts = 1µs       Eq. 16 
Therefore, 166.67kHz < 1MHz 
Further analysis of the TDS EMI was performed by finding the discrete-time Fourier 
transform (DTFT) via obtaining the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [64].  
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N= number of samples (i.e. N = 181) and x[n] = sample sequence and X[k] = the DTFT 
 
The DTFT is modeled in Matlab.  Figure 28 displays the FFT for the TDS output with 
EMI.  The peak frequencies and amplitudes displayed in figure 28 are listed in table 1. 
 
FFT of the TDS Output with EMI 
 
Figure 28.  The FFT of the TDS output with EMI is modeled in Matlab.  There are 
obviously multiple frequencies contributing to the EMI experienced by the TDS. 
 
 
Frequencies Displaying Peak Amplitudes 
F Frequency Amplitude 
f1 86614 0.9990 
f2 169290 0.2922 
f3 251969 0.1475 
f4 255906 0.1401 
f5 338583 0.1124 
f6 346457 0.0897 
f7 421260 0.0608 
       Table1.  Frequencies displaying peak amplitudes.  The samples are  
                   taken from the TDS output with peak amplitudes selected  >0.05V. 
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Therefore, the mathematical representation of the signal is a sum of seven cosine 
functions representing the frequencies displayed in table 1.  The TDS output with EMI is 
characterized by an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) summed with a series of 
cosine functions. 
i.e. ...)2cos()2cos()2cos([*)(_ 332211 +++= tfAtfAtfAtuOutputTDS πππ   Eq. 19 
)()]2cos()2cos()2cos()2cos( 77665544 tntfAtfAtfAtfA +++++ ππππ    
where n(t) = AWGN of zero mean with a standard deviation (σ) =1   
This EMI is rectified by the op amps in the TDS design (section 5).  Thus, the output 
signal displays only positive values. The signal is compared to the original FFT of the 
TDS output in Matlab (displayed in figure 29). 
 
Amplitude Spectrum Comparison of the TDS EMI and the Characterization Function  
 
Figure 29.  The FFT of both the original TDS EMI outp t and the characterized signal. 
The signals displayed are very similar. 
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A low-pass filter will mitigate most of the frequencies displayed in figure 30.  
Selecting a cut-off frequency of 70kHz and a pass-band frequency of 40kHz will generate 
an ideal filter to mitigate most of the EMI.  Displayed in figure 30 is the filter design 
performed in Matlab. 
 
The Magnitude Response of the Filter Design 
 
Figure 30.  The magnitude response of the filter design in Matlab.  The filter cuts 
frequencies > ~40kHz. 
 
 
The filter is an infinite impulse response (IIR) 2nd order Butterworth filter.  The 
Butterworth filter has value in that the passband is mostly flat than other filters (such as 
Chebyshev, and Bessel filters). Considering that the TDS PCB design involves two op 
amps (explained in section 5), low pass filters placed at the feedback portion of each op 
amp generates an active second order inverting filter.  The current TDS PCB design 
limits placement of low pass filters; hence the reason for filtering to occur on both op 
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amps and not just one.  The sensor PCB design section (section 5) details the placement 
and selection of components for optimal filtering.  
5.3  Selection of Optical Components 
Mentioned previously, the optical components chosen for the TDS is the IR light-
emitting diode and the IR photodiode.  It has been found that GaAs with doping of 
aluminum displays some of the best mechanical properties at fast speeds and low cost 
[65], [66], [67].  As mentioned previously, a phototransistor was not selected since 
photodiodes display a linear characteristic between its photocurrent (IPD) and the 
irradiance (Ee) [68].  This relationship is utilized for the calibration process.   
)( ePD EfI =    Eq. 20  
where, 
areasurface
powerradiant
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e _
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=    Eq. 21 
 
Light Incident on a Surface 
 
 
 
     Figure 31 [68]. Light incident on a surface.  Light emitted  
                             on to a photodiode surface maintains a linear relationship with  
                             its photo current (IPD). 
 
 
The maximum LED forward voltage must be at least 6V (since 5V is the supply 
voltage with at most a ±0.25V tolerance) and must be a le to emit 40mW of light. 
i.e. LEDLEDLED ViP *=    Eq. 22 
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VLED = voltage drop of a diode = 0.7V @max  
and iLED max = 35mA (explained in section 4) 
The photodiode was selected based on its ability to be sensitive enough for a 
detection range of relatively high light power.  Lastly, the components were selected 
based on printer space availability (constraint lised in chapter 4 section 3).  The 
components selected have peak wavelengths of 940nm for emission and detection 
respectively.   
 
Drawing of a Typical Light-Emitting Diode 
 
Figure 32 [69].  A drawing of a typical light-emitting  
LED.  The LED is forward biased for light emission. 
 
 
Most datasheets reviewed displayed the following range of characteristics for the 
LED and photodiode:  
• LED maximum current rating: 40-60mA 
• Maximum supply voltage: 1.5-7V 
• Maximum soldering temperature: 240°C -260°C at 3s-5s 
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from the surface of resin edge). 
Based on these stated characteristics, it is apparent that these components are very 
susceptible to damage under high temperatures.  However, in most cases, the TDS design 
was determined based on these manufacturer specifications for flexibility in obtaining the 
optical components.  Therefore, finding the right LED was not very difficult. 
Some manufacturer limitations of the photodiode include: 
• Maximum reverse voltage 20V 
• Maximum power dissipation 75mW 
• Maximum short-circuit current 2.4µA 
• Maximum dark current 1.6µA 
• Maximum soldering temperature: 240°C -260°C at 3s-5s 
from the surface of resin edge) 
The TDS photodiodes’ reverse voltage and maximum power dissipation are within 
manufacturer specifications.  Since the supply voltage to the LED is only 5V, the light 
detected and converted to current will be <1µA (as described in section 5 of this chapter).  
Also, the power dissipation will only be in the µW range.  The short circuit current is 
equal to the photodiode current (described in section 5) and thus current will be <1µA at 
maximum light detection.  The dark current [70] is current flowing through the 
photodiode when the LED is not emitting light (i.e. iLED = 0).  Hence, the manufacturer 
limit of 1.6µA will not be detected since this much urrent will not be detected even at 
maximum.  Like the LED, the photodiode is also sensitive to high temperatures; 
therefore, extensive testing must be performed to verify these components durability in 
operation and when being shipped and stored in extreme weather conditions.   
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The LED and photodiode desired will have a wavelength of 940nm.  This is to allot 
for more light in the IR range.  Optical components i  the lower wavelength range may 
allow some lower range wavelengths to get detected.  Figure 33 displays the typical LED 
and photodiode considered.  Most LEDs and photodiodes of the characteristics listed 
above have similar geometries.  
 
IR LED and Photodiode Geometry for TDS Design 
 
Figure 33 [70].  IR LED and photodiode geometry for the TDS design.  The LED and 
photodiode many times have the exact same geometry shown.  The total component size 
for both optical components does not exceed 5mm in length and 3mm in width, and 4mm 
in height (including maximum tolerances).  Having optical components this small will 
make it easier to find space in the printer to accomm date the newly designed TDS. 
 
 
The LED driver circuit utilizes a 5V DC signal to supply the LED and the photodiode 
is supplied by 1V DC signal (in the sensor PCB circuit).  The 1V signal is provided by a 
resistor divider using the 5V supply (i.e. VREF).  Figures 34a-d describes LED and 
photodiode temperature and wavelength characteristics respectively for two 
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manufacturers.  It is noticeable that LEDs and photodi des share similar characteristics 
critical to effective operation.  With two manufacturer specifications displayed, 
characteristics do not change considerably. 
 
LED/Photodiode Temperature and Wavelength 
 
Figures 34a-d [71], [72].  LED/Photodiode temperature and wavelength specifications.  
Temperature and wavelength characteristics of the LED and photodiode pair provided by 
two manufacturers.  The characteristics for many of these components with similar 
manufacturer specifications with identical characteris ics display almost the same graphs.  
The optical components are sensitive to ambient temperature; however, the normalized 
output of the design excludes temperature effects.  The peak wavelength transmission is 
940nm. 
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The optical components are sensitive to ambient light; thus an optical housing was 
created to filter the light detected by the photodiode.  The sensor’s optical housing was 
designed and sent to the Materials lab for analysis to verify light transmission.  The 
optical housing only allows transmission of IR light >800nm and completely blocks 
ambient light. 
The LED was designed to provide a maximum output of 35mA (to be within the 
specified maximum LED forward current of 50mA).  The circuit’s voltage saturates at 
20mA to allow degradation (due to temperature changes as displayed in figures 34a and 
34c).  The photodiode (sensor printed circuit board) circuitry was designed to provide a 
variable output between 1V and 5V which is linear with light transmission (discussed in 
section 5).  
5.4  Design of the LED Driver Circuit 
The purpose of the LED driver circuit is to convert the input PWM signal (used to 
adjust patch darkness for the PC drum) to emitted light.  The LED driver design requires 
the following: 
• A variable LED output current with a maximum amplitude of 35mA DC. 
• A filter design that allows a PWM signal to be converted to a DC signal. 
• A fast time constant that allows a rise time <2ms and  settling time <5ms for fast 
TDS calibration (with negligible notice by the consumer). 
Initially, an operational amplifier was applied in conjunction with a NPN BJT for 
constant current in which a variable voltage signal can vary the resistance to the LED 
changing the LED current; however, it was found by eliminating the op amp and 
applying the BJT in active mode [73], the circuit can be cost-reduced and less 
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complicated.  Figure 35 displays that when the BJT NPN transistor is in active mode 
[74], [75], [76], the voltage supplying the LED is independent of LED current (iLED).  The 
voltage supplying the LED is simply a switch.  The LED current is (collector current) is 
driven by and approximately equal to the emitter curent (discussed further in this 
section). 
 
TDS LED Driver Circuit 
 
Figure 35.  The TDS LED driver circuit.  A filter design is applied to convert the PWM 
signal to a DC signal.  The BJT converts the DC voltage signal to a DC current. 
 
 
The LED driver circuit must maintain a rise time < 2ms and a settling time <5ms for 
fast sampling (which is discussed in the Implementation and Interpretation chapter 6).  
This system is modeled to determine optimal resistor and capacitor values for this 
response with given input conditions (i.e. Vpwm @ f = 30kHz frequency). 
Laplace transformation circuit analysis [77] is utilized to determine the optimal 
settling time.  First an equation is derived to find VB.  Kirchoff’s Current law [78] is 
applied at the node (VB) before the base of the NPN transistor: 
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Let Ao = Amplitude of the square wave input Vpwm. 
The transfer function (VB/Vpwm) is found by first separating the term (on the left) and 
factoring out common constants:  
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Vpwm and VB are isolated to convert the equation into a transfer function. 
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Zc1 is substituted with 1/sC to display the equation as a function of the complex 
variable s: 
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The complex variable s is isolated to display the equation in a standard transfer 
function form. 
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Vpwm is a periodic square wave signal having the behavior displayed in figure 36. 
 
A Periodic Step Function 
 
Figure 36.  A periodic step function. 
 
 
Where T = period of the square wave (1/f) 
To = Duty Cycle* T 
Ao = peak amplitude of the PWM signal 
Figure 37a and b show how the equation for the periodic step function is determined. 
 
Unit Step Function 
 
               Figure 37a.  The unit step function with delays.  The step functions  
displayed above are summed to get a periodic step function. 
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Figure 37b.  Sum of the step functions.  Characterization of the sum of infinite unit step 
functions with delays to create a square wave. 
 
 
Where T1 = T - To  thus, T1 + To = T 
Since Vpwm(s) is a periodic step function, utilizing the step response characterizes the 
actual response of the periodic step function. 
i.e. ( )
s
A
sV opwm =  Eq. 32 
Simply taking the step response of the function VB gives: 
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Taking the inverse Laplace function (L-1) gives VB as a function of time (from the 
frequency domain).  The general Laplace transformation for a term similar to VB is 
provided in a typical Laplace transform look-up table. 
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Applying the equation above to the function VB provides vB (time domain equation for 
frequency domain VB). 
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The LED forward current desired is 35mA.  Since the diode across the base-emitter 
junction possess a ~0.7V drop and the input square w ve PWM signal was set at 3.3V, 
the maximum voltage at the base of the transistor must be set where the current through 
the voltage divider (after the capacitor is >98% charged) is smaller than the milliamp 
range for safety purposes. 
i.e.  PWMB VRR
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Also, the voltage must be large enough to experience the voltage drop while having 
significant voltage to divide by a resistance that will provide the maximum LED current 
of 35mA.  Furthermore, the value of the time constat 1/D (equation 29) is dependent on 
the values of R1, R2, and C1.  Based on these factors, the values chosen for R1, R2, and C1 
were 1kΩ, 10kΩ, and 1µF.  Values of greater orders of magnitudes cau e an increase in 
the time constant which in turn slows the response of the LED driver circuit.  Values of 
lesser orders of magnitude may be utilized; however, the current increases by the same 
orders of magnitude.  This may cause issues of safety in testing and implementation.  
Values within the order of magnitude may be effective for this circuit.  The values of 
1kΩ, 10kΩ, and 1µF are common values easy to calculate and are typically available for 
implementation.  
Applying equation 31 in Matlab (code displayed in Appendix A) provides time 
characteristics for VB that are critical to fast sampling of the TDS.  The main time 
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characteristics observed are the rise time and settling ime. 
The step response generated is displayed in figure 38.  The rise time was within 2ms 
and the settling time maintained at 3.56ms (less than e 5ms specification limit).   
 
Step Response of the LED Driver Circuit 
 
Figure 38.  Step response of VB.  Rise time and settling time are within their specifi d 
limits of 2ms and 5ms respectively. 
 
 
After the testing, values selected may be adjusted to reduce electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) and other extraneous effects. 
The Bode plot of this system shows that this system is stable.  The Matlab command 
“bode(VBdivVpwm)” was added to the end of the Matlab code in Appendix A.  The 
resulting graph is displayed in figure 39.  View of the Bode plot displays a positive phase 
margin (criteria required for stability) and an infinite gain margin since the phase never 
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crossed -180° [79]. 
 
Bode Plot of the LED Driver Circuit 
 
Figure 39.  The Bode plot of the transfer function VB/Vpwm.   
 
 
Lastly, the resistor at the emitter of the transistor is calculated once finding its 
relationship with the LED forward current at the collector (iLED).  The PWM duty cycle 
changes VB which therefore changes iLED.  The LED forward current (iLED) can be found 
knowing:  the base voltage (from equation 31), the voltage drop across the base-emitter 
(which is a diode drop with a maximum voltage drop VBE ~ 0.7V) and the resistor at the 
emitter (R3).  As mentioned previously, the emitter current (iE) is approximately equal to 
the collector current (iC) when the NPN BJT is in active mode (i.e. e ~ ic). 
Since the iLED is variable (used to determine TDS calibration settings) with a 
maximum of 35mA (as previously determined in section 3); therefore, the resistance is 
found by the following equation: 
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Taking the limit as t approaches infinity at 100% duty cycle yields the resistance. 
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AO = 3.3V for 100% duty cycle 
vBE = 0.7V 
and  iLED = 35mA = 0.035A 
R3 was found to be 65.7Ω for a maximum LED forward current of 35mA.  
The final values were applied for implementation on the TDS system card circuit.  
Again, values will be selected based on testing results. Since the DC component of the 
square wave is simply the average of the square wav over the period, the DC component 
of the square wave can be used to determine iLED at any given input PWM duty cycle. 
i.e.  
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The duty cycle is dependent upon the patch darkness d ired.  Thus, for every patch 
placed on the PC drum, the duty cycle is adjusted for that particular patch.  The output of 
the sensor is utilized to develop a linear relationship between the actual L* (brightness) to 
print darkness.  
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5.5  Design of the Toner Density Sensor PCB Circuit 
The TDS PCB circuit is the only circuit on the PCB of the sensor.  The circuit is 
basically a detector circuit utilized to convert detected light into a measurable voltage.  
The proposed PCB has a maximum width of 10mm and a maximum length of 50mm.  
Therefore, the sensor circuit components must be relativ ly small sized surface mounts.  
The sensor circuit requirements are: 
• Provide a variable output with a maximum of 5V  
• Maintain the specified tolerance despite changes in nvironment 
• The variable output must have a linear relationship with the LED input current 
• The sensor must be designed with a 5V DC input.  This is the supplied voltage 
available for the sensor design. 
• The maximum output voltage must equal to 4.3±0.7V.  This is determined by the 
maximum 5V supply subtracted by a ±0.7V tolerance (which again was a random 
choice for tolerance until further testing). 
The photodiode is capable of producing varying currents as a result of environmental 
conditions.  Therefore, the output is always normalized to adjust for this variation.  
Normalization also accounts for LED variation and other extraneous effects on the TDS 
while under operating conditions.  
To get an output close to the supply voltage, a rail-to-rail Output (RRO) dual 
operation amplifier design is utilized [80].  Considering the light-emitting diode (LED) 
and photodiode size options based on required space allotted for the sensor in the printer 
(<5mm for both width and height), a design was built around the LED and photodiode 
availability.  The following circuit is a general cir uit typically used for sensor detection 
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(discussed in chapter 2 section 6).  Resistor values w re determined and selected after 
determining the relationship between ILED and IPD (which is discussed later in this 
section). 
 
Toner Density Sensor Electrical Circuit Representation 
 
Figure 40.  The toner density sensor electrical circuit.  The LED light is reflected by the 
PC drum and received by the photodiode.  The photodi de current is reversed-biased and 
is converted to a voltage close to the reference voltage of 1V (determined by resistor 
divider R4 and R5).  The output is then amplified by the second op amp to a measurable 
output voltage (4.3±0.7V). 
 
 
The photodiode converts received light to a small current (where IPD-max<1µA).  The 
current is converted to a voltage (output of the first op amp VO1<1V) and is compared to 
the reference voltage (VREF = 1.0V) entering the first op amp (A1) positive terminal.  In 
order to maintain both the ideal op amp characteristic (where V+ ≈ V-) and enough 
voltage difference for comparison (between VO1 and VREF) at the op amp terminals, the 
value of VREF must be close to the value of VO1 (VO1 <1V).  Hence, VREF is set equal to 
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1.0V by the R4/R5 resistor divider.  The second op amp (A2) amplifies the output signal 
of A1.  Hence, A2 must have the ability to amplify the input signal and provide a 
maximum output of 4.3±0.7V at a maximum current of 35mA (as stated previously).   
The first op amp equation was determined to find the output voltage: 
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=   Eq. 45 
The second op amp equation is based on the Kirchoff’s current law (i.e. current 
entering the node between R7 and R8 is equal to the current leaving the node).  The 
second op amp equation was found to be: 
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Substituting the equation for VO1 into the second op amp equation gives: 
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The photodiode current (IPD) was found using the relationship between ILED and VO2. 
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The TDS maximum output voltage is desired at 20mA.  This is to allow more 
resolution within the linear portion of the LED forward current and the output voltage.  
The photodiode reverse current selected was calculated to detect up to 0.55µA @20mA 
of LED current (iLED) given the values in the chart below.   The current is too small to 
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measure; therefore, this value was calculated with knowledge of the sensor component 
values.  This information was utilized to verify the chosen resistor values for the actual 
sensor circuit. 
TDS Parameters Used to Determine Photodiode Current 
R6 (kΩ) R7 (kΩ) R8 (kΩ) VREF (V) VO2 (V) IPD (µA) 
100 2 100 1 5 0.55 
Table 2.  TDS parameters used to determine photodiode current.  The resistor values were 
originally picked to get an output of 5V given that IPD = 0.55µA. 
 
 
The chart below describes the relationship between IPD and iLED.  The relationship is 
almost perfectly linear after testing with the actual sensor developed (details discussed 
further in chapter 6).  This linear relationship is utilized to develop the TDS calibration 
algorithm. 
 
ILED vs. IPD 
 
Figure 41.  TDS ILED vs. IPD.  The current of the photodiode was too small for detection 
by a standard ammeter.  The current was calculated knowing the relationship between 
ILED and the sensor output voltage.   The following chart helped to determine the values 
for the op amp design. 
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As mentioned in the LED Driver Circuit analysis, the TDS voltage should max at 5V 
@20mA and maintain 5V until the maximum forward current is reached at 35mA.  
Figure 42 displays an example of the TDS Output vs. LED forward current relationship. 
 
TDS LED Forward Current vs. Output 
 
Figure 42.  TDS LED forward current vs. output.  The values of VO2 possess a large 
range between 5 and 15 mA; hence, only the minimum and maximum voltages are 
referenced in the design of the TDS sensor circuit.  The slopes and their differences 
between 5 and 15mA are referenced to maintain a specified linear characteristic for 
manufacturers of the finalized toner density sensor. 
 
 
Capacitors were not placed in the op amp circuit until an assessment is made 
regarding the noise level (due to EMI where the design is discussed in section 2).  This 
was determined during testing of the implemented first-pass of the sensor in the printer.  
Based on assessment of the electromagnetic interferenc  (EMI) and other possible noise 
effects, capacitors will be placed on the feedback portion of each op amp.  Values of the 
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capacitors were selected based on the desired rise time of 5ms and settling time of 10ms 
and on the filtering capacity of the second order low pass filter.   
Adjustments to the low-pass filter design are based on the following factors:  
• The existing sensor design allows little room for design changes for 
optimal filtering.  This is because most LTV sensor circuits possess 
similar circuit designs displayed in figure 40.   
• The reference voltage acts as an offset to the TDS output.  Therefore, the 
TDS must be designed to include a reference voltage (not implemented in 
the Butterworth filter design). 
• The resistors and capacitors are selected on availability of these 
components given their surface mount package sizes ( .e. size 0603) and 
cost. 
• The filter is also based on the resulting gains of the selected components, 
photodiode current and operational amplifier rail (i.e. most RRO 
amplifiers are within ±0.2V of the supply voltage). 
Appendix B displays the analysis for the second order transfer function implemented.  
Equation 67 provides the resulting equation for the sensor PCB circuit for determination 
of the optimal filter design within rise and settling time specifications. 
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The capacitances were originally selected based on the time constant (τ < ~1ms) and 
availability.  The modified circuit with low pass filtering is displayed in figure 43.  Code 
and analysis displaying the modified EMI reduction circuit is in Appendix B.   
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TDS PCB Modified with Capacitors 
 
Figure 43.  The TDS modified with capacitors.  The capacitors are utilized for second-
order low-pass filtering of EMI. 
 
 
Figure 44 is the Bode plot of the transfer function acquired for the circuit above. 
 
Modified TDS PCB EMI Reduction Circuit 
 
Figure 44.  The modified TDS PCB EMI reduction circu t.  The system is stable and the 
time constants for each filter are within 1ms. 
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This circuit is a second order low-pass filter circu t.  Chapter 6 section 2 discusses 
details regarding implementation of the circuit. 
5.6  Design of the A/D Interface Circuit 
The A/D interface circuit was designed mainly to reduce potential EMI coming from 
the sensor cable (as it travels through EP components to the system card) and to step 
down the voltage from the maximum output voltage of 4.3±0.7V (proposed TDS output 
value) to the TDS to 2.6±0.7V (proposed A/D input value).  The A/D converter used has 
a maximum voltage input of 3.6V.  A simple voltage divider was applied at the output of 
the circuit. 
 
TDS A/D Converter Interface Circuit 
 
        Figure 45.  The TDS A/D converter interface circuit.  The voltage 
      divider filters noise from the TDS and steps down the TDS output  
                  to a maximum of 3.3V to the A/D converter. 
 
 
The TDS A/D input is then equal to: 
1110
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R
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=   Eq. 50 
The circuit analysis applied is exactly the same as what’s been done with the LED 
driver circuit at the base of the NPN transistor (VB).   The difference is the TDS output 
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(VO2) is replaced for Ao, R1 is replaced R10, R2 is replaced for R11, and C5 is replaced for 
C1.  The capacitance will be determined based on the noise level of the sensor.  
Originally, C5 was set equal to 0.1µF. R10 and R11 were set to equal 10kΩ and 20kΩ 
respectively.  Similar to the LED driver circuit voltage divider, values orders of 
magnitude lower can be utilized; however, the current increases the same orders of 
magnitude.  As a result, safety of the circuit and component ratings becomes a concern.  
Values orders of magnitude higher than the values selected will slow down the response 
time of the circuit.  Matlab code was re-applied for the A/D Interface circuit (Appendix 
C).  The step response and the Bode plot of the A/D interface circuit are displayed in 
figures 46 and 47 respectively. 
 
Step Response of the A/D Interface Circuit 
 
Figure 46.  The step response of the A/D interface circuit. The rise and settling times are 
within 2ms and 5ms respectively. 
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Bode Plot of the A/D Interface Circuit 
 
Figure 47.  The Bode plot of the A/D interface circu t. The system is stable with an 
infinite gain margin and a phase margin of 107°. 
 
 
The rise time and settling times were equal to 1.47ms and 2.61ms respectively.  The 
Bode plot of the transfer function was also found i Matlab (Appendix C).  The Bode plot 
of the A/D Interface circuit (figure 47) displays similar results to the LED Driver circuit.  
The system is stable with a phase margin = 107° and an infinite gain margin [79]. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
CHAPTER 6: IMPLEMENTATION AND INTERPRETATION 
 
 
This chapter highlights the process of implementing he toner density sensor in the 
mono laser printer.  Section 1 of this chapter (sensor development), explains the process 
to implement the sensor design into a tangible opto-electronic device.  It also describes 
the placement of the sensor in the printer.  Section 2 is the actual sensor testing.  The 
three main parts within this section, EMI, qualification and environmental testing discuss 
testing procedures and provides the results.  The EMI testing was performed to develop a 
design solution which reduced EMI affecting the toner density sensor’s output.  
Qualification and environmental testing is required to verify the sensor’s performance 
and/or durability under extreme conditions.  Lastly, section 3 verifies the sensor’s 
effectiveness in reducing print darkness variation.   
This chapter demonstrates that the newly designed TDS met the goals of greatly 
reducing print darkness variation and EMI affecting the TDS output signal. 
6.1  Sensor Development 
Once the design was complete, the sensor’s PCB layout was completed in Mentor 
Graphics.  The resistors and capacitors all have 0603 [81], [82] sizes to maintain enough 
space on the sensor PCB for LED and photodiode leads an  the dual op amp.  The PCB 
was then sent to a local PCB parts assembly company where a “first-pass” sensor PCB 
was developed.  PCB components were purchased and soldered unto the PCB for testing.   
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First-Pass TDS PCB 
 
Figure 48.  The first-pass TDS PCB.  The TDS PCB was developed for  
an assessment of the TDS output to optimize the signal. 
 
 
The optical housing was designed by a mechanical engin er with polycarbonate resin 
thermoplastic.  This material is stronger and more durable than glass and Plexiglas. The 
polycarbonate material transmits 85% light with wavelengths greater than 700nm (IR 
range) at the optical window.   
The connector and wires are to bridge between the printer’s system card and the 
sensor.  The five pin JST connector was picked based on availability and any durable 
connector that supports four terminals can be used.  All of the resistors and capacitors 
possess a 1% tolerance for greater accuracy.  Figures 49a-c displays the 2nd sensor 
fabricated. 
 
The Toner Density Sensor Developed 
 
Figure 49a.  The toner density sensor developed.  The TDS sensor implemented in the 
printer.  The initial design was a “first pass” to verify sensor performance in the printer.  
The white connector connects the sensor circuit to external circuits: the LED Driver 
circuit and the A/D Interface circuit placed on theprinter’s system card. 
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Figure 49b.  The TDS sensor with optical housing cover removed.  The 
photodiode is on the left and the LED is on the right.  Light is emitted and 
detected by these components. 
 
 
 
Figure 49c.  The TDS PCB.  A series of resistors and capacitors combined with a  
rail-to-rail output (RRO) dual op amp generates a measurable signal.   
 
 
 
Figure 49d.  The final TDS PCB.  The PCB layout changed due to avoid high 
failure rate when IR reflow soldering.  The PCB color was changed to avoid 
confusion with the previous version.  
 
 
The sensor’s layout had to change considering that optical components have lower 
failure rate when IR reflowed soldered [83] than had soldered.  Optical components are 
very susceptible to failure under high temperatures for durations longer than 3-5s (as 
stated in chapter 5.2).  In addition, hand soldering optical components may have a high 
percentage of human error such as weak lead connectio s, shorting other components, 
poor look, etc.  IR reflow soldering was implemented for TDS manufacturing instead of 
wave soldering since wave soldering requires greate temperatures.  However, it was 
found that the current layout can create high failure rates (due to the positioning of 
components).  Therefore, capacitors and resistors we e rotated 90° to allow for faster and 
more efficient soldering in manufacturing.  Figure 49d displays the final layout of the 
TDS PCB.  The previous layout was adequate only for small volumes and prototyping.  
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However, manufacturing millions of these sensors requir d the layout change for the 
TDS PCB. 
Some components of the printer were modified to fit the sensor.  Figure 26 (chapter 5 
section 2) displays the TDS in the printer.  The sensor sits under the paper path 18mm 
from the PC drum.  The TDS is powered (via VCC = +5V) only when performing a 
calibration. 
Teams at Lexmark supplied the necessary A/D converter, developed the code, and 
mechanical designs required to run the TDS and the calibration cycle.  Several iterations 
of running the sensor were utilized to determine th necessary changes to code and the 
mechanical design surrounding the TDS.  After final changes, actual testing of the “first- 
pass” TDS circuit began.   Several circumstances were encountered with application of 
the TDS.  One main problem encountered early in testing was electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) experienced by the sensor due to the printer (section 2.1).  As a result, 
design changes were made to address the issue.  It was the first change made to the sensor 
since a measurable signal was not detected accurately at the output due to the noise.  The 
second problem was the sensor’s response in extreme environmental conditions.  These 
two problems, in addition to the qualification testing are addressed in section 2.3 of this 
chapter.  At the end of the chapter (section 3), final results are displayed showing 
differences in print darkness variation as a result of implementing the toner density 
sensor.   
6.2  TDS Testing 
This section outlines testing in three parts:  EMI reduction, qualification and 
environmental stress testing.  These tests determind the performance of the TDS under a 
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variety of conditions. 
6.2.1.  Reduction of TDS Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)   
Actual TDS testing began to show some drawbacks to the initial design.  The first 
problem to occur was arcing between the transfer roll and the TDS.  Whenever the 
transfer roll was powered on (POR), a visible arc appeared until the transfer roll stopped 
running.  Since transfer occurs in the >±1000V range and the TDS maximum output is 
5V, a large potential was generated between the two components. To address this 
problem, the sensor was moved back 2mm from 16mm to 18mm.  This reduced the 
arcing problem until the printer was powered on (POR).  An investigation revealed that 
when the TDS was POR, the signal displayed was a filtered DC signal.  However, when 
cartridge components were POR, the noise encapsulated the entire TDS output signal 
(VO2).  Figure 21 (chapter 4 section 2) displays the noisy utput of the TDS.  The initial 
solution was to add a conductive shield grounding EMI from the sensor (displayed in 
figure 50).  
 
TDS with Conductive Shield (EMI Shield) 
 
Figure 50 [63].  The TDS with the conductive EMI shield.  The conductive shield was 
removed since arcing occurred between the transfer roll and the sensor. 
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The conductive shield blocked EMI from the sensor; h wever, arcing occurred again 
when the transfer roll was POR.  It was then decided to make changes to the sensor 
circuit design to greatly reduce the noise.  The design change required a new TDS PCB.  
Observing the FFT (displayed in figure 28 chapter 5 section 2), the frequencies needing 
the most filtering were displayed in table 1.  However, once the sensor circuit from figure 
43 (chapter 5 section 5) was implemented, the circuit’s response time did not meet 
specifications.  Therefore, to verify the concentration of noise to mitigate EMI and 
maintain a settling time <10ms, capacitor (C3) was removed.  Capacitor (C4) mitigated 
most of the noise shown in figure 27 (chapter 5 section 2); however, ~700mV of noise 
was still present (displayed in figure 50).  A simple first-order filter did not mitigate the 
noise experienced by the TDS.  After this investigation, it became obvious for the need 
for a second-order Butterworth filter (as recommended by Matlab). 
 
Sensor Output Noise Variation of VREF 
 
Figure 51.  Sensor output noise variation of VREF.  The noise amplitude was greatly 
reduced by capacitor C4; however, a considerable amount of noise continued to exist.  
The addition of C3 reduced the noise for accurate output filtering. 
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The noise was existent without C3. EMI was mitigated with C3 included; however, the 
response was slower.  Therefore, an additional resistor of 1kΩ (R9) was added to the 
sensor PCB circuit (as displayed in figure 52) and the capacitor was reduced to 1µF as it 
was found that the sensor response improved with ths value.  R6 was changed from 
140kΩ to 137kΩ. 
 
The Finalized TDS PCB Circuit Design 
 
Figure 52.  The modified TDS PCB circuit design.  The original circuit design was 
modified with two additional capacitors and one resistor. 
 
 
The circuit design change kept the noise amplitude down to under 50mV! Appendix 
B details the calculations to develop the filtered s nsor PCB circuit.    
The sensor layout was completed in Mentor Graphics and re-sent to the local PCB 
company for fabrication (figure 49d).  After filtering modifications were completed with 
the sensor PCB, testing was repeated.     
To address the sensor getting contaminated with paper dust and toner, a wiper 
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mechanism was designed to sweep the optical window of the TDS for accurate detection 
of IR light.  The final equation for VO2 was derived to be: 
7397487
2
43987
98863986
2 )(
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+=   Eq. 51 
When there is no photodiode current (IPD), there is no light detection (i.e. ILED = 0).  
The PWM input signal is equal to zero and VO2 is equal to the reference voltage (VREF).  
As long as VCC = 5V DC is supplied to the sensor, the sensor will provide a ~1V output.  
If VCC is zero, obviously, VO2 is also equal to zero.  The Matlab results for the step 
response and Bode plot are displayed in figures 53 and 54.   
 
Step Response of the Finalized TDS PCB Circuit 
 
Figure 53.  The modified sensor circuit step respone. The rise time and settling time are 
within 2ms and 5ms respectively.   
 
 
The circuit shows favorable results once changing the sensor design.  The response 
time characteristics are within specifications.  The Bode plot of the sensor PCB circuit is 
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displayed in figure 54. 
 
Bode Plot of the Finalized TDS PCB Circuit 
 
Figure 54.  The Bode plot of the sensor circuit.  The circuit is closed-loop stable. 
 
 
The results show that the rise time and settling time are within specifications (2ms 
and 5ms respectively).  Therefore, the goal of eliminating EMI while maintaining a fast 
response is achieved with the design displayed in figure 52.  The circuit displayed in 
figure 55 is a graph of the TDS cycle used to adjust print darkness. 
With the modified circuit, EMI is no longer noticeable and the TDS cycle occurs with 
success.  Once the TDS cycle is complete (TDS calibration captured in figure 55), the 
algorithm utilizes the data to adjust the EP component parameters for adjustment of print 
darkness.  Once the sensor demonstrated that it func ioned effectively under nominal 
conditions, other conditions are applied to assess the sensor’s function under various 
stress conditions. 
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TDS Trace 
 
Figure 55.  Trace of the TDS calibration cycle.  The TDS calibration cycle with noise 
filtered by the finalized sensor circuit.  The patches mentioned in chapter 4 are shown in 
the trace.  The three patches (light, darker, and darkest are read from the PC drum twice 
in this graph.  The lightest patch has the least of a voltage drop (@2sec and the darkest 
patch is read @2.5sec).  The cycle lasts approximately 2.5s. 
 
 
6.2.2.  TDS Qualification Testing Summary 
A variety of tests were performed to verify the TDS durability under various stress 
cases.  Four characteristics were observed in qualification testing the TDS:  the TDS 
output (VO2) versus LED forward current (iLED) linearity, the rise time and settling time, 
the TDS output change over life, and TDS failure during an ESD event.  Test results 
confirm that the TDS is operational under these various stress cases.  Since the original 
design, the maximum sensor output was finalized to 4.8±0.3V (instead of 4.3±0.7V).  
The minimum sensor output was finalized to 1.0±0.3V (instead of 1.0±0.7V).  The 
change in minimum and maximum output voltages were simply based on tightened 
tolerances and actual resistor values available.  In addition, the change allowed for an 
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increase in the maximum voltage based on op amp specifications (RRO op amp with 
<0.2V of the supply voltage 5.0V). The rise and fall times were maintained at 2ms and 
5ms respectively.  Using a test circuit (displayed in figure 56), the four tests were 
performed.   
 
TDS Pulse Power Test Circuit 
 
 
 
    Figure 56.  The TDS pulsed power test circuit.  The circuit is utilized 
                to capture pulsing TDS output voltage (VO2) using an oscilloscope. 
 
 
The circuit sends a square wave which pulses LED current.  Both the power supply 
and function generator are on for at least ten minutes prior to taking measurements (to 
allow test equipment to reach steady state).  The resistor is adjusted to generate LED 
forward current amplitude of 35mA.  The NPN transistor is in active mode and thus the 
emitter current is approximately equal to the collector current.  The current through the 
collector (ILED) is a pulsing light source that is reflected by the PC drum and then detected 
by the photodiode to convert to a measurable pulsing output voltage (VO2) of the same 
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frequency as the square wave input.  VO2 is captured by an oscilloscope.  Test results 
conclude that the sensor meets the specified limit of a rise time of 2ms and a settling time 
of 5ms nominally.   
 
TDS Rise Time Measurement 
 
Figure 57.  Measured rise time of the TDS.  The TDS output (VO2) rise time <2ms.  The 
settling time is also within 5ms.  Vp=Vpwm. 
 
 
The TDS output displays the linear characteristic required to run the sensor 
effectively as theoretically specified in the Design chapter (chapter 5 section 5).  The 
slope of a given sensor between 5mA and 15mA were compared.  The equation utilized 
to determine a comparison for a slope within the margin of error for print darkness 
calibration is provided by the following: 

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2   Eq. 54 
The slopes are compared to determine the error.  The TDS VO2 vs. ILED slopes must 
not exceed the specified error of 0.05 (as stated in equations 55 and 56).   
11 SlopeSlopeSlope −=∆ ,  05.01 ≤∆Slope   Eq. 55 
 
22 SlopeSlopeSlope −=∆ ,  05.02 ≤∆Slope   Eq. 56 
Printer calibration relies heavily on the TDS linear characteristic and thus, the linear 
relationship must be as close to linear as possible between 5mA and 15mA.  Test results 
display that the sensor was greatly within the error specified. 
 
ILED vs. VO2 
 
Figure 58.  TDS ILED vs. VO2.  TDS relationship between input current (iLED) and output 
voltage (VO2) measured.   
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All ten sensors ran >2 million times in the TDS life test (simulated by the pulsing test 
circuit) and maintained the specified output of 4.8V±0.3V without any occurrence of 
sensor failure or sensors falling out of spec.  Therefore, the TDS is robust throughout the 
one million page yield printer (assuming a calibration for every page ran, which is the 
most extreme case).  Lastly, the sensor works well under ESD (electrostatic discharge).  
The sensors were tested individually and in the printe  during operation with voltages of 
2kV, 4kV, 6kV and 8kV.  For every voltage level, anESD signal was pulsed every 
second 100 times and repeated.  The sensors tested maintained successful operation and 
none of the sensors failed or resulted in poor operation.  There were spikes of voltage in 
the sensor’s output and it increased with ESD voltage level; however, these spikes can be 
flagged in code and does not affect the accuracy of the TDS while in operation.  
 
TDS Effects as a Result of ESD @8kV 
 
Figure 59.  The TDS stressed to the maximum ESD test voltage of 8kV.  The spikes can 
be filtered in code. 
 
 
The last range of tests performed was to place the sensors in the printer for 
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environmental stress tests.   
6.2.3.  TDS Environmental Stress Testing 
The TDS was tested under a variety of conditions to verify its performance through 
environmental stress cases during calibration as well as after being shipped or stored in 
extreme weather conditions.  The sensor was placed in nvironments from 90°F and 45% 
relative humidity (RH) to 60°F and 8% RH.  The sensor performed very well.  However, 
when the sensor was in 90°F and 90% humidity, the sensor displayed a distorted output.  
When simply testing the reference voltage (VREF) and maintaining VCC =5V and Vpwm =0 
(i.e. IPD=0), VREF displayed the output observed.  
 
VREF of the TDS Under High Temperature/Humidity Conditions 
 
Figure 60.  VREF of the TDS under high temperature/humidity conditions.  The baseline 
voltage is supposed to maintain a constant voltage of 0.8+/-0.3V; however, the sensor 
output changed over time.  The characteristic shown is due to moisture around the sensor.  
As the printer ran (drying the air around the sensor), the sensor gradually dropped to its 
steady state voltage [86], [87].  
 
 
In some of the data, the sensor took over 30 minutes to return to steady state!  It was 
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discovered that the sensor is very sensitive to extreme weather environments.  
Considering that there are consumers that live in these extremely humid environments (in 
locations such as Southeast Asia), a solution had to be determined. 
It was found that the electronic components on the printed circuit board (PCB) were 
very susceptible to error under humid environments.  Moisture is getting unto the PCB 
causing these distorted results.  The solution was to pply a sealant to the TDS PCB.  The 
sealant is designed to keep out moisture under extreme environments which (as a result) 
became a great, cost-effective solution.  After the addition of the sealant, VREF displayed a 
normal steady DC voltage.   
 
VREF of the TDS Under High Temperature and Humidity Conditions 
with Moisture Sealant Applied to the PCB 
 
Figure 61.  VREF of the TDS under high temperature and humidity conditions with 
moisture sealant applied to the PCB.  The baseline voltage maintains a constant voltage 
of 0.8+/-0.3V once applying the moisture sealant.  
 
 
The sealant coats all of the electronic components of he sensor and now the sensor 
functions properly under more extreme weather conditions. 
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6.3  TDS Print Darkness Variation Testing 
After the TDS passed a variety of tests for proper function and displayed favorable 
results when tested under various extreme environments conditions, the sensor was 
finally put to the test in the printer (Lexmark T652) again for print darkness variation 
comparison.  The newly developed Lexmark T652 cartridge was ran through life for print 
darkness variation and was compared to the previous generation Lexmark T641 cartridge 
and the HP 4250 (competitor printer) cartridge.  Three printers for each model were 
tested with three cartridges per printer (equaling nine cartridges per printer model).  The 
following results are displayed in figure 62.  Print darkness variation samples between the 
Lexmark T641 (figures 22 and 24 from chapter 5 section 1) and the T652 were compared 
(figures 63 and 64) to the nominal print sample (figure 23 chapter 5 section 1).  Figures 
22-25 are displayed with Figures 63 and 64 for comparison. 
 
Competitive Darkness Comparison (Average & Variation ±4σ) 
 
Figure 62 [63]. Competitive darkness comparison betwe n printer cartridge models. The 
TDS was implemented in the Lexmark E series though tested in the Lexmark T series 
printer.  Notice the reduction in print darkness!   
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The print darkness variation was over ±8L* in the pr vious generation printer.  The 
HP 4250, has a print darkness variation of ±4L*.  The print darkness variation with the 
toner density sensor in the new Lexmark T652 is now less than ±2L* over the life of a 
cartridge!  The goal of reducing print darkness variation to <±5L* was achieved.  The 
sensor was finally implemented in the new low-end Lexmark E series printer. 
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Lightest Sample of Print Darkness for the Previous Generation 
Printer
 
Figure 22 [63].  The lightest sample of print darkness for the previous generation printer.  
The TDS was not implemented in the printer used to produce this print sample.  (Print 
defects may appear as a result of scanning the original print sample into this document 
for display.) 
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Darkest Sample of Print Darkness for the Previous Generation Printer 
 
Figure 24 [63].  The darkest sample of print darkness for the previous generation printer.  
The TDS was not implemented in the printer used to produce this print sample.  (Print 
defects may appear as a result of scanning the original print sample into this document 
for display.) 
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Print Darkness of a Nominal Print Sample 
 
Figure 23 [63]. Print darkness of a nominal print sample.  The nominal print sample is 
utilized to compare dark and light samples.  (Print defects may appear as a result of 
scanning the original print sample into this document for display.) 
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Lightest Sample of Print Darkness for the Current Generation Printer 
 
Figure 63 [63].  The lightest sample of print darkness for the current generation printer.  
The TDS was implemented in the printer used to produce this print sample.  (Print defects 
may appear as a result of scanning the original print sample into this document for 
display.) 
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Darkest Sample of Print Darkness for the Current Generation Printer 
 
Figure 64 [63].  The darkest sample of print darkness for the current generation printer.  
The TDS was implemented in the printer used to produce this print sample.  (Print defects 
may appear as a result of scanning the original print sample into this document for 
display.) 
 
 
    
 
CHAPTER 7: ASSESSMENT 
 
 
The toner density sensor design greatly improved print quality.  The main focus of the 
research was to reduce print darkness variation and to mitigate EMI experienced by the 
TDS.  Print darkness variation decreased by more than half!  Certainly, there were some 
problems during the implementation of the sensor in the printer.  The EMI issue was one 
of the main problems.  The second order Butterworth filter design (suggested by Matlab) 
for the TDS PCB circuit implemented by a series of two active low pass filters 
(mentioned in chapter 6.2.1) greatly reduced the EMI experienced by the sensor to a 
negligible measure (<50mV).  The circuit analysis made selecting resistor and capacitor 
values fairly easy to choose.  The closed-loop system for all the circuits required to run 
the sensor (i.e. the LED Driver circuit, the Sensor PCB circuit and the A/D Interface 
circuit) are stable and displayed rise and settling imes within specifications.  
An implementation issue that also occurred was inaccurate data captured by the TDS 
due to moisture in the environment.  The problem was difficult to diagnose since the 
sensor functioned properly when tested in controlled warm temperature (~78°F) and high 
percent relative humidity (~80%).  The addition of the sealant required retesting of the 
TDS under the variety of tests mentioned in chapter 6 (i.e. TDS environmental tests, TDS 
life test, and ESD test) to verify the sealant’s strength under varying conditions.  After the 
addition of the sealant, test results continued to isplay very favorable results.   
The TDS works well in the EP system; however, it is unsure how much print 
    
 
darkness variation is contributed by fusing.  The TDS is utilized before the fusing 
process; therefore, print variation can possibly be improved if additional sensing was 
placed after the fusing process.  The other concern is that the TDS was implemented on 
only one side of the PC drum.  PC drum is not entirly uniform.  The PC drum may cause 
erroneous data if it is damaged or very rough in the area of the TDS reflective window 
(w.r.t. to the rest of the PC drum). 
Halftoned samples are showing excellent results with the TDS (figures 63 and 64).  It 
has also been proven that the TDS works well with error diffused samples as well [63].   
Since the normalized TDS output is utilized to measure print darkness of toner on the PC 
drum prior to transferring to media (without the use of look-up tables), future algorithm 
adjustments become much easier.  With the assumption of a normal PC drum, the TDS 
captures accurate real-time data in a vast range of nvironmental conditions, ESD 
conditions, and EMI conditions. 
Overall, the toner density sensor greatly improved print quality by reducing print 
darkness variation.  The sensor is a great asset to the printing system and has since its 
implementation, established its place as a great prink darkness calibration tool for future 
generation printers. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
    
 
CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION/FUTURE WORK 
 
 
The newly designed toner density sensor has demonstrated that it is a great device for 
application in reducing print darkness over the lif of a cartridge.  L* variation was 
reduced by 75% with the TDS implementation (from ±8L* to <±2L)!  The second goal of 
the TDS is to reduce EMI affecting the TDS output signal once implemented.  The new 
design has successfully performed this task and the sensor provides a fast response 
unnoticed by the user.  Cartridge-to-cartridge variation is greatly reduced with a 
normalized TDS calibration algorithm.  If a part is changed within a given cartridge, 
toner size change over the life of a given cartridge, or media type changes, print darkness 
is still accurately captured since the TDS captures real-time data.  Environmental (or 
ship/store weather) conditions, and ESD doesn’t significantly affect the sensor’s 
performance.  The toner density sensor has established itself for future printer generations 
to come. 
There are some noticeable areas where print quality c n potentially be improved.  The 
TDS only measures reflectance on one small portion of the width of the PC drum and not 
the whole length of the drum.  It is unknown if PC drum is uniform-enough to not affect 
the actual print darkness calibration scheme. Future investigations of PC drum uniformity 
and its relationship with TDS output will be reviewd.  In addition, the fuser’s affect on 
print darkness variation has not been observed.  A future investigation of print darkness 
variation regarding the fuser is also considered for future investigation. 
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Some other future work may include the application of neural networks and pattern 
recognition in conjunction with the TDS for printer calibration [88], [89], [90] or 
calibrating multiple halftones in a MFP printer [91]. This is considering that EMI issues 
will continue to persist as print process speeds change with each printer generation.  With 
any of these methods, the TDS can significantly compli ent these processes as it is a 
great asset to current printer calibration processes and sub-processes.   
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APPENDIX A: LED DRIVER CIRCUIT STEP RESPONSE MATLAB CODE 
 
 
%The following values are initially chosen for the TDS LED driver 
circuit design. 
%The values will be selected based on the rise time, settling time and 
noise 
%experienced by the printer once the design is implemented. 
  
%VB=Vpwm*([Ao*F/D]*tf([D],[1 D]) where Vpwm = step input = tf([1],[1 
0]) 
%VBdivVPwm=([Ao*F/D]*tf([D],[1 D]) 
%F=1/(r1*c1) and D=(r1+r2)/(r1*r2*c1) 
  
Ao=3.3  %for 100% duty cycle 
 
r1=1000 
r2=10000 
c1=1e-6 
 
F=1/(r1*c1) 
D=(r1+r2)/(r1*r2*c1)   
   
VBdivVpwm=[Ao*F/D]*tf([D],[1 D])   
 
step(VBdivVpwm)    %Vpwm = step input.  step(VBdivVpwm)= VB 
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APPENDIX B: CIRCUIT ANALYSIS OF THE TDS PCB CIRCUIT 
 
 
Utilizing figure 52 from the Implementation and Interpretation chapter 6 section 2.1 
provides the circuit for determining optimal resistor and capacitor values to maintain the 
rise and settling time of the circuit to 2ms and 5ms respectively.  First, VO1 (output of op 
amp A1) is determined using Kirchoff’s Voltage law. 
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The equations are given by the resistor divider equation derived in chapter 5 section 
4.  Simplifying the circuit and isolating VO1 gives: 
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The output of the second op amp (A2) is determined using Kirchoff’s current law. 
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Substitute the equation for VO1 (equation 63) into the equation above yields: 
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The Matlab code for the actual sensor circuit is displayed below.  Equations 58 and 
67 are the transfer functions utilized to get the step response and Bode plot of the 
modified TDS PCB EMI reduction circuit.   
Matlab Code for the Initial EMI Reduction TDS PCB Circuit 
%Designed EMI sensor circuit. 
  
%Vref=Vcc*([F/D]*tf([D],[1 D]) Same transfer function as in the  
%LED Driver Circuit design. 
%F=1/(r4*c2) and D=(r4+r5)/(r4*r5*c2) 
  
Vcc=5 
  
ipd=0.55e-6; 
  
r4=787 
r5=196 
r6=137000 
r9=1000 
r7=2000 
r8=100000 
  
c2=0.1e-6 
c3=1e-9 
c4=1e-9 
  
F=1/(r4*c2) 
D=(r4+r5)/(r4*r5*c2) 
  
Vref=[Vcc*F/D]*tf([D],[1 D]) 
  
xfer=ipd*tf([(r6*r8)],[(r6*r7*r8*c3*c4) (r6*r7*c3+r7*r8*c4) r7]) 
  
Vo=xfer  
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Vo2=xfer+vref; 
bode(Vo) 
 
 
For the finalized TDS PCB Circuit, the analysis is di played in equations 58-74.  This 
replaces the analysis displayed in equations 61-67 above. 
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The output of the second op amp (A2) is determined using Kirchoff’s current law. 
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Substitute the equation for VO1 (equation 70) into the equation above yields: 
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The Matlab code for the actual sensor circuit is displayed below.  Equations 58 and 
74 are the transfer functions utilized to get the step response and Bode plot of the sensor 
PCB circuit.   
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Matlab Code for the Step Response of the Sensor PCB Circuit 
%Actual sensor circuit. 
%Vref=Vcc*([F/D]*tf([D],[1 D]) Same transfer function as in the  
%LED Driver Circuit design. 
%F=1/(r4*c2) and D=(r4+r5)/(r4*r5*c2) 
  
Vcc=5 
ipd=0.55e-6; 
  
r4=787 
r5=196 
r6=137000 
r9=1000 
r7=2000 
r8=100000 
 c2=0.1e-6 
c3=1e-9 
c4=1e-6 
  
F=1/(r4*c2) 
D=(r4+r5)/(r4*r5*c2) 
Vref=[Vcc*F/D]*tf([D],[1 D]) 
  
xfer=ipd*tf([(r6*r8*r9*c3) (r6*r8+r8*r9)],[(r7*r8*r9*c3*c4) 
(r7*r8*c4+r7*r9*c3) r7]) 
  
Vo2=Vref+xfer 
step(Vo2) 
bode(Vo2) 
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APPENDIX C: A/D INTERFACE CIRCUIT STEP RESPONSE MATLAB CODE 
 
 
%The following values are initially chosen for the TDS A/D Interface 
circuit design. 
%The values will be selected based on the rise time, settling time and 
noise 
%experienced by the printer once the design is implemented. 
  
%Vad=Vo2*([F/D]*tf([D],[1 D]) where Vo2 = step input = tf([1],[1 0]) 
%VaddivVo2=([Vo2a*F/D]*tf([D],[1 D]) 
%F=1/(r10*c5) and D=(r10+r11)/(r10*r11*c5) 
 
Vo2a=5.0  %amplitude of Vo2 
r10=10000 
r11=20000 
c5=0.1e-6 
 
F=1/(r10*c5) 
D=(r10+r11)/(r10*r11*c5) 
 
VaddivVo2=[Vo2a*F/D]*tf([D],[1 D]) 
step(VaddivVo2)    %Vo2 = step input.  step(VaddivVo2)= Vad 
 
 
 
 
 
 
